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Abstract		

Threats posed by alien invasive species are a leading cause of global biodiversity decline. In island 

archipelagos such as New Zealand, introduced mammalian predators prey heavily on endemic fauna 

that have evolved without natural responses to this type of predation. Control of invasive species leads 

to positive outcomes for many threatened species but, in very large ecosystem types, conservation 

managers must prioritise where to place limited resources to achieve the greatest conservation gain. The 

New Zealand alpine zone (area above the natural timberline) makes up ~11% of New Zealand and over 

30% of the conservation estate. The probability of a species being preyed upon can be seen as a 

combination of the numeric and functional response of a predator to their environment: the abundance 

of predators and the per capita consumption of the prey type in question. Stoats (Mustela erminea) are 

a significant predator of many alpine species, but their cryptic nature combined with the challenging 

working conditions of the alpine zone means no study has yet been able to apply spatial or temporal 

resolution to the study of stoat diet in alpine areas. As such, conservation managers currently lack 

information on predation feeding patterns, such as the factors that might drive greater or lesser 

consumption of threatened taxa by stoats.  

I trialled a novel technique to provide spatial and temporal replication to the study of stoat diet in alpine 

areas. I examined the diet of stoats (n=55) caught in the alpine zone of three national parks (NPs) of the 

South Island of New Zealand. In addition to examining stomach content, I conducted Stable Isotope 

Analysis using three stoat tissues (bone collagen, claw and liver). I examined isotopic signatures of stoat 

tissues against signatures of prey collected at each site (n=297 from four sites and two time periods) 

using Bayesian mixing model package MIXSIAR. In order to asses individual variability in diet, I also 

analysed the size of isotopic niches exploited by the stoats at both an individual and population level 

using package SIBER.  

Mice, ship rats and hares made up the largest portion of diet at all sites using long-term diet estimates 

from bone collagen. However, shorter-term estimates using claw tissue showed increased reliance on 

invertebrates during the summer period, supporting the hypothesis that stoats consume greater 

proportions of prey such as ground wētā (Hemiandrus spp) when these were seasonably more available. 

The proportion of birds in the diet at Fiordland and Mt Aspiring NPs was amongst the lowest recorded 

anywhere in New Zealand but was greater at Nelson Lakes NP, where they formed nearly a quarter of 

the metabolic requirements of stoats. This follows a trend seen at Nelson Lakes NP where lesser 

consumption of mammals has resulted in greater predation of birds, invertebrates and skinks. Ship rat 

abundance was strongly correlated with the proportion of mammals in the diet at all sites. Stoat 

abundance was positively correlated with the proportion of passerines in the diet, but stoat abundance 

did not explain more of the dietary variation than did site as a categorical variable.  
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Stoats at Nelson Lakes NP exploited a wider range of food items than those at other sites and had a 

wider generalist niche. Despite this, individual stoats at this site did not have a more generalist diet and 

in fact were more specialised in the range of prey taken compared to other sites. This suggests individual 

specialisation of stoats within a generalist population niche, at least in some settings.  

This study is the first to assess stable isotope analysis as a tool for studying stoat diets and has produced 

credible results, highlighting the variability in the diets of stoats living in the alpine zone. However, 

uncertainty remains as to the accuracy of estimated ‘trophic enrichment factors’ utilised in models, and 

how these might affect results. While this study provides proof of concept that stable isotope analysis 

can provide useful information to inform management of invasive species in New Zealand, further 

research is needed to determine stoat specific enrichment factors, and to confirm the accuracy of 

indicative results presented here.  

Conservation managers should be aware of the potential for sudden and marked increases in per capita 

consumption of threatened alpine species by stoats. This is possibly linked to changes in abundance of 

mammalian prey such as ship rats. This is the first evidence to demonstrate individual specialisation 

within the diet of an introduced mammal at a landscape scale. This might explain accounts of episodic 

predation on threatened taxa and can be incorporated into management practices that aim to minimise 

the effects of invasive predators on species of conservation interest. 
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Chapter One: 

General Introduction 

 

Mustelid caught in the alpine zone of Mt Aspiring National Park.  

Photo: Jamie McAulay  
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Introduction	

Alpine ecosystems are threatened globally, along with many of the specialist species they support 

(Dirnböck et al. 2011; Franzén & Molander 2012). Largely anthropogenic changes threaten species in 

these areas, including glacial melting and climate change (Xu et al. 2009), habitat modification (Tasser 

& Tappeiner 2002) and the introduction of alien invasive species (Smith et al. 2012; Wilson et al. 2006). 

Despite alpine areas being well-represented in the proportion of land under legal protection (Kollmair 

et al. 2005), such ecosystems lag behind other protected environments in terms of realised conservation 

efforts or management interventions (Franzén & Molander 2012).  

The alpine zone (the area above the natural timberline) of New Zealand makes up c. 11% of the total 

landmass, and a large proportion of the conservation estate (O’Donnell et al. 2017). Tectonic uplift and 

glacial separation have driven extensive phylogenetic radiations in alpine taxa, resulting in high 

endemicity across alpine flora and fauna (O’Donnell et al. 2017). While predation by introduced 

predators has been implicated in the decline of many native New Zealand species in forest, coastal, and 

riverine habitats (King et al. 2010), alpine ecosystems have traditionally been considered relatively safe 

from the effects of introduced predators due to cold temperatures limiting the abundance of small 

mammals and their prey (Lavers & Mills 1978). However, accumulating evidence challenges this idea; 

stoats (Mustela erminea) have been recorded as predators of rock wren (Xenicus gilviventris), takahē 

(Porphyrio hochstetteri), kea (Nestor notabalis), kiwi (Apteryx spp) and kakapo (Strigops habroptilus) 

in the alpine zone, as well as consuming large numbers of alpine invertebrates (reviewed in O’Donnell 

et al. 2017). 

The New Zealand Department of Conservation (DOC) has identified a set of priority ecosystem types 

for national management (Ecosystem Management Units, EMUs). These include 14 alpine ecosystem 

types, which collectively cover approximately 700,000 ha, or 25% of all EMUs (New Zealand 

Department of Conservation 2018b). Predator control programmes in the alpine zone have expanded 

greatly in number and scope during recent years, including trapping and poisoning operations. However, 

to date there are no best-practice management guidelines for protecting these 14 alpine ecosystems. 

Lack of knowledge of montane ecosystems can confound efforts to assess extinction risk of alpine 

species (Franzén & Molander 2012). The DOC Terrestrial Ecosystems Unit has begun a research 

programme to develop knowledge and tools to better manage alpine ecosystems, including reducing 

predation of alpine species by stoats.  

Predation risk to fauna can be seen as a combination of the numerical and functional response of 

predators to their environment: the abundance of predators and the per capita rate at which they eat a 

given prey type (Murphy et al. 1998). DOC has established a stoat-monitoring network to determine 

how stoat abundance responds (i.e. numerical responses) to key ecosystem drivers, such as changing 
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small mammal abundance. My research will explore the functional aspect of this relationship by 

investigating how stoat diet varies across the alpine zone and in response to different ecosystem drivers.  

I have three main research components: 

1) Geographic variation in alpine stoat diet 

2) Seasonal variation in alpine stoat diet 

3) Inter-individual variation in alpine stoat diet 

Understanding how stoat diet varies across and between sites, seasons and individuals will assist 

managers’ attempts to assess predation risk to vulnerable fauna. This knowledge can be used to identify 

the periods, regions or taxa with higher probability of per-capita predation by stoats, and thereby aid in 

the development of effective management strategies.  

Objective	One:	Variation	between	sites	across	a	latitudinal	range	

Currently data on stoat diet in the New Zealand alpine zone come four published studies: one in the 

Kaikoura Ranges in Marlborough, and three in Fiordland National Park. The Fiordland work shows a 

strong reliance by stoats on alpine invertebrates, especially Hemiandrus ground wētā spp. (Smith et al. 

2005). In the most southern sites, low abundance of small mammals is associated with high rates of 

invertebrate consumption by stoats (Murphy et al. 1995), with invertebrates present in up to 90% of 

stoat stomachs sampled (Murphy et al. 2016). However, preliminary unpublished data (from a sample 

of 20 stoats) collected by community trapping organisations in the Kahurangi National Park show a 

different stoat diet composition. Invertebrates were present in just 5% of stomach samples collected in 

the alpine area of Kahurangi National Park (M. Milne, unpublished diet data). The results of these 

studies are summarised in Table 1.1. The Kaikoura range study (Cuthbert et al. 2000) is of limited 

application as it focusses on a large shearwater (Puffinus huttoni) colony (>100,000 birds) in the 

Kaikoura Ranges. This abundant food source drives a ‘hyperabundance’ of predators at that site.  
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Table1.1 Percentage frequency of occurrence of different prey categories in the diet of alpine stoats. Some categories are 
pooled for consistent comparisons (i.e., mice and lagomorphs into ‘mammals’). 

*excludes carrion feeding larvae.  

The timberline in Kahurangi National Park is nearly 500 m higher than that in Fiordland National Park. 

Kahurangi NP’s wider band of subalpine scrub might support higher abundances of rats and mustelids 

compared with those in open grasslands (Alterio & Moller 1997). Conversely, localised site effects 

might be responsible for any variation; e.g. stoat diet varied between two Borland Valley study areas, 

just 2 km apart on opposite sides of Borland Saddle (Smith et al. 2008). Internationally, one study shows 

that fruit and invertebrates begin to replace mammals in stoat diet with increasing altitude; stoats in the 

upper valleys of Cantabria, Spain, consume a far smaller proportion of small mammals than those at 

lower elevations (12% frequency of occurrence compared to 56% and 77% in the middle and lower 

valley) (Hernández & Zaldívar 2016). Yet, at similar or greater elevations in the nearby Pyrenees 

mountains, stoats do not commonly prey on insects, and small mammals constitute 98% of their diet 

(Lecomte 1984, cited in Ruiz Olmo 2010).  

Aim – To test the effect of latitudinal variation on the diet of alpine stoats.  

Hypothesis – Alpine stoats in northern areas of the South Island prey upon more mammals and fewer 

birds and invertebrates compared with stoats in the southern South Island due to the greater availability 

of mammals in northern areas[MOU1].  

Area Site Mammal Bird Invertebrate Other Reference 

Northern 

South Island Kaikoura ranges 2% 98% 7%* 8% 

Cuthbert et al. 

2000 

Northern 

South Island 

Cobb/Flora 

tops, Kahurangi 

National Park 85% 10% 5% 0% 

M. Milne, 

unpublished 

data 

Southern 

South Island 

Murchison 

Mountains 55% 33% 55% 11% 

Lavers & Mills 

1978 

Southern 

South Island 

Murchison 

Mountains 39% 48% 33% 0% Smith 2006 

Southern 

South Island  Borland Saddle 5% 17% 72% 15% 

Smith et al. 

2008 
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Objective	Two:	Assessing	seasonal	variation	

Prior to this study, no data were available on what stoats eat during winter in the alpine zone of New 

Zealand. Within their native range the proportions of different prey consumed by stoats are known to 

vary seasonally. In the mid-altitude (820-1350m) valleys of Cantabria, Spain, stoats consume a lesser 

proportion of invertebrates (mainly Lepidoptera larvae, Orthoptera and Coleoptera) during 

autumn/winter than in spring/summer. This difference is offset by increased consumption of small 

mammals and fruit during cooler months. Voles (Arvicola terrestris) and mice (Mus spp) remain 

available to stoats over the Spanish winter, and (despite the increased consumption of fruit) still 

constitute 80% of ingested biomass at that site (Hernández & Zaldívar 2016). Likewise, in Britain (King 

et al. 2010) and Norway (Piontek et al. 2015) lower availability of summer prey-types is compensated 

by greater consumption of small mammals during winter months.  

Such variation may have several biological drivers. Stoats in the alpine zone of Italy consumed more 

fruit during summer months, and Martinoli et al. (2001) suggest that stoats preferentially selected this 

easily-available, but less nutritious, food source in order to devote more time to explorative mate-finding 

during the time of female oestrous. Reproductive state and ambient temperature are both shown to 

govern seasonal activity budgets with stoats spending considerably less time feeding and ‘exploring’ 

during summer months, which is likely mate finding (Robitaille & Baron 1987). These factors likely 

play a role in seasonal differences in prey consumption.  

In New Zealand, studies in the alpine zone of the Kaikoura ranges showed stoats changed per capita 

consumption of prey types following the departure of Hutton’s shearwater (Puffinis huttonii) nestlings 

(post fledging). In April and May, consumption of invertebrates, skinks and mice increased as the 

shearwaters became less available. This change in diet increased predation risk to sensitive fauna such 

as the black-eyed gecko (Mokopirirakau kahutarae) and Kaikoura giant wētā (Deinacrida parva) 

(Cuthbert et al. 2000).  

Although the Cuthbert study represents an extreme variation in prey availability (>100,000 shearwater 

chicks fledging), the presence, abundance, or emergence of many other key alpine stoat prey items also 

varies seasonally. Temperature affects emergence behaviour of wētā (Carpenter et al. 2016) and lizards 

(Angiletto, 1999), and survival of rodents (Howard 1951). Birds nesting in spring and summer are more 

available to predators (Dowding et al. 2015), and non-obligate alpine species can migrate to mid-

elevation habitat during winter months (e.g. Mills et al. 1980). Changing availability of key prey items 

in the alpine zone might thus cause variation in stoat diet (and variation at which native species are lost 

to predation).  

Smith et al. (2008) note the importance of wētā (flightless Orthoptera) to alpine stoats. Some alpine wētā 
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(such as alpine stone wētā Hemideina maori) have been shown to enter a state of anhydrobiosis during 

extreme cold weather, effectively freezing until cold temperatures abate (Sinclair et al. 1999). During 

winters in the Rock and Pillar Range there can be up to 17 days at sub-zero temperatures and it is 

unknown if wētā feed during these cold periods (Ramløv 1999). In fact, alpine wētā (H. maorii) can be 

inactive for as much as five months of the year (cited in Jamieson et al. 2000). While stoats are adapted 

to hunting small mammals in tunnels beneath the snow (King 1989) and could actively dig wētā from 

rock crevices, non-emergence of wētā would presumably constrain their availability to stoats. Even in 

lowland grasslands, ferrets (Mustela furo, a congener of stoats), ate significantly fewer invertebrate prey 

in winter than in summer (Ragg 1998). Determining what prey are taken throughout the whole year and 

identification of potential limiting resources is of importance to understanding stoat effects on native 

fauna.  

Several studies in New Zealand point to winter food resources as a possible factor limiting stoat 

populations (Cuthbert et al. 2000; King & McMillan 1982; Piontek et al. 2015). The extreme climatic 

conditions in the alpine zone might further restrict the availability of many prey types, making them less 

available to stoats. Understanding how the diet of stoats changes seasonally will allow managers to 

assess temporal variation in the per capita consumption of native species by stoats. This is a factor in 

assessing variable predation risk to native species and will assist in design of effective conservation 

management.  

The challenges of working with a low density, cryptic species in the alpine area have in the past 

constrained the ability to monitor stoats through an alpine winter. The use of Stable Isotope Analysis 

(Chapter 2) will allow a retrospective assessment of stoat diet over varying seasons and time periods  

Aim – Document how diet of alpine stoats varies with season.  

Hypothesis – Alpine stoats consume higher proportions of invertebrates when these are most readily 

available (i.e. during summer months), and consume higher proportions of small mammals at other 

times. 
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Objective	Three:	Between-individual	variation		

Between-individual variation in the diet of introduced predators has long been discussed in New Zealand 

in regard to the protection of native fauna. Often it is noted that very high predation rates on threatened 

species observed in some studies must not be representative of long-term patterns, or the target species 

would not be extant (Dowding & Murphy 1993; Powlesland 1989; Reardon et al. 2012; Taborsky 1988). 

Instead, it is postulated that elevated predation rates must be due either to temporary increases in 

predator densities, or to temporary increases in the rate of consumption of the study subject. For 

example, the early 1990s saw drastic declines in populations of New Zealand dotterel (Charadrius 

obscurus) on Stewart Island, due to predation by cats (Felis catus; Dowding & Murphy 1993). However, 

studies of cats on Stewart Island show they typically avoid the wet, open area above the subalpine scrub 

layer (Harper 2004), and recent nest monitoring has not detected any predation by cats (Hope 2014). It 

is hypothesised that most predation could be due to a relatively small number of cats adopting a learned 

behaviour of preying on these ground nesting birds (Dowding & Murphy 1993; Ray 2013). Similarly, 

Reardon et al. (2012) describe episodic predation of grand skinks (Oligosoma grande) in the open 

grasslands at Macrae’s Flat, during which nearly half the remaining study population was lost over a 

period of five days. The episodic nature of such attacks makes collection of meaningful data difficult.  

Mustelids, in particular weasels and stoats, have extremely flexible diets, having evolved to benefit from 

pulsed resource ecosystems in their native range (King & Powell 2011). This plasticity to exploit 

different prey sources has given them the ability to colonise novel habitats, even those lacking small 

mammals, their primary prey in their native range (Murphy et al. 2016; King et al. 2010). 

Current management of small invasive mammals works on the assumption that any reduction in 

predators is equal in its effect on protection of prey species (Moseby et al. 2015). However, it has been 

hypothesised that variation in predator hunting or feeding behaviour could explain the variable success 

of programmes to protect native species (Reardon et al. 2012; Hope 2014; Moseby et al. 2015; Dowding 

& Murphy 1993). Recent work on cats has shown significant variation in prey consumption between 

individuals (Dickman & Newsome 2015). Targeting of potential problem individuals or behaviours in  

small mammals could facilitate more effective conservation management and planning (Moseby et al. 

2015). For example, ‘ring of steel’ style trapping operations at kiwi (Apteryx spp.) nests could remove 

specific individual stoats from the population that have become ‘honed in’ on this particular prey type. 

This targeting of problem individuals might prove more effective that landscape-scale predator control 

that aims to significantly reduce the local population of stoats. Any such inter-individual variation could 

also be incorporated into models predicting effects of predation.   

However, individual diet specialisation is difficult to measure using traditional gut contents or scat 

analysis (Chase & Leibold 2003), which largely provide only a snapshot of predator diet over the 
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previous ~24 hours (Hopkins & Ferguson 2012). Multiple scat samples can be collected from a known 

individual through recapture of marked individuals and their scat (as in Smith et al. 2008), or snow-

tracking stoats to collect multiple scats from one individual (as in Cuthbert et al. 2000). Both methods 

are labour intensive and logistically challenging, yield limited sample sizes, and could miss small (yet 

important) variations in diet (such as the brief episodic events mentioned above). Using survival 

outcomes of threatened species monitoring to test if predation rates are related to stoat abundance is 

complicated by the underdevelopment of methods for measuring the abundance or density of stoats in 

the alpine zone (Smith & Weston 2017).  

The use of Stable Isotope Analysis (SIA) greatly expands the potential to assess individual feeding 

habits over long time periods (Peterson & Fry 2012). The study of isotopic niches of animals greatly 

adds to our understanding of how invasive fauna share the ecological niche both between and within 

species (Bodey et al. 2011), and what effect consumers might have on an environment (Shiels et al. 

2013). The utilisation of SIA allows empirical testing of the long-held hypothesis that individual stoats 

have individual, specialised diets.  

Aim – Quantify the extent of variation between individual diets of alpine stoats. 

Hypothesis – Significant inter-individual dietary specialisation exists within a generalist population of 

stoats. 

Thesis	Structure		

Chapter 2 provides an introduction to SIA and offers an appraisal of key parameters to assess whether 

and how SIA might be applied to my research questions. This includes a description of pilot work to 

assess tissue suitability and to develop the methods I used in the subsequent chapters.  

Chapter 3 addresses aims one and two of this study: assessing geographic and seasonal variation in the 

diet of stoats in the alpine zone. I use stable isotope mixing models to assess the diet of stoats at four 

national parks across three time periods.In Chapter 4, I address aim three: quantifying between-

individual variation in stoat diet.  Using isotopic niche modelling software, I seek empirical evidence 

for individual specialisation in stoats and discuss the consequences for native wildlife and its protection. 

Chapter 5 offers an overall summary and discussion. This discussion includes a practical application of 

this research to managing stoats in the alpine zone of New Zealand, and examines how this research 

adds to our understanding of the impacts and effective control of this, and other, invasive species. 

Chapter 5 also addresses my fourth and final aim: assessing whether SIA is a useful tool for studying 

the diet of stoats. 
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Thesis	Roles		

Stoat samples were provided by Department of Conservation, community groups and trapping 

contractors. Samples of hares were provided by a pest control contractor. The author collected all other 

prey samples, conducted all lab work, collagen extraction, stomach analysis, and preparation of isptope 

samples to the ‘tin cup’ stage (see methods). Mass spectrometry was then carried out by the IRMS lab 

at Otago University. Raw trap catch data were provided by Department of Conservation Te Anau, 

Glenorchy and Nelson Lakes district offices. Segmentation of stoat teeth for aging was conducted by a 

lab technician on the authors behalf. All modelling and statistical analyses and writing of thesis were 

completed by the author, with feedback on spelling and grammar from a professional proof reader. 

Supervisors Phil Seddon, Deb Wilson and Jo Monks provided advice and assistance on direction and 

planning, as well as comments and feedback on drafts.  
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Chapter Two: 

Exploring the practicalities of Stable Isotope 

Analysis to study the diet of stoats (Mustela 

erminea) 

 

Stoat bones being prepared for collagen extraction. 
Photo: Jamie McAulay   
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Introduction		

Stable Isotope Analysis (SIA) has been used to elucidate ecological and conservation questions, 

including the study of alien invasive species (Bodey et al. 2011). This technique uses mass spectrometry 

to measure ratios of rare to common chemical isotopes in the environment (i.e. forms of a chemical 

element with different atomic weights). These ratios act as natural biomarkers in biological tissue and 

can be used to obtain information about the behaviour or habit of consumers (Peterson & Fry 2012; 

Rundel et al. 1995). The ratios of 12C:13C and 14N:15N (expressed as δ13C & δ15N) vary with factors 

such as location, habitat, metabolic routing of nitrogen isotopes, and carbon fixation rates in plants (Fry 

2006). The technique can be used to assess the contributions to a consumer’s diet from different prey 

sources, or to examine the isotopic niche (see below) occupied (Ben-David & Flaherty 2012). Because 

different tissue types (blood, muscle, hair etc.) metabolise these isotopes at different speeds, 

simultaneous analysis of several tissue types allows comparison of the diet of one individual between 

differing time periods (Dalerum & Angerbjörn 2005). Unlike scat or stomach contents data, which 

represent very short periods of diet, SIA captures information on feeding behaviour over a far greater 

time period, from several days to many months. These characteristics make SIA a powerful tool for 

studying the diets of consumers, particularly cryptic species or those living in difficult to access areas 

(Fry 2006).  

The advent of stable isotope ‘mixing models’ has greatly expanded the power to analyse stable isotope 

data. Mixing models apply mathematical modelling to isotopic consumer and prey data to provide 

estimates of dietary contributions at a population or individual level (Phillips 2012). Mixing models 

have been used to examine the diet composition of mammals, including invasive species such as ship 

rats, Rattus rattus (Cassaing et al. 2007; Harper 2007) and American mink, Neovison neovison (Bodey 

et al. 2010). Mixing models have been used to provide valuable information to inform the management 

of invasive species; e.g. American mink increased their reliance on coastal habitat in response to 

trapping operations in the islands interior (Bodey et al. 2010).  Within Mustelidae, SIA has been applied 

to answer ecological questions, including demonstrating seasonal dietary variations (Roelle et al. 2005; 

Hanley et al. 1997; Ben-david et al. 1997). The incorporation of Bayesian probability into these models 

greatly assists in reducing uncertainty by utilising informative ‘priors’ from other dietary information 

(Moore & Semmens 2008).  

Isotopic data can also be used to construct ‘isotopic niches’, a useful tool that has reinvigorated interest 

in the study of the ecological niche (Ingram et al. 2018; Rader et al. 2017). Chase and Leibold (2003) 

define an ecological niche as the resources occupied by an organism in its environment together with 

how the organism shapes that environment. Isotopic niches use two isotope measurements (often δ13C 

& δ15N) to calculate the isotopic ‘niche area’ of those traits: that is, the areas of space occupied by the 

two dimensional range of isotopic values expressed by a particular dataset (given as ‰2). Using δ13C 
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& δ15N researchers can estimate the dietary niche of an individual, a population or a community, 

allowing comparisons in response to different ecological settings. This technique is extensively used for 

freshwater habitats, including demonstrating how introduced species displace the optimal niche of 

indigenous inhabitants (Bodey et al. 2011). In terrestrial systems, it has been used to show how several 

species of invasive rodent divide a niche (Harper 2006) and how that niche responds to levels of predator 

control (Dammhahn et al. 2017). SIA has power to answer management questions regarding how to 

protect native species from invasive predators (Harper 2007; Swan et al. 2017; Shiels et al. 2013; Bodey 

et al. 2010).  

However, several limitations must be considered before SIA is applied. While δ13C & δ15N provide 

some information about feeding behaviour, the range of dietary items consumed is not directly relatable 

to the range of δ13C & δ15N values (Syväranta et al. 2013).  Other factors, such as nutritional stress 

(Gorokhova 2017), have been shown to influence the expression of isotopic niches for animals with the 

same diet. Further, stable isotope mixing models require knowledge of key parameters, such as tissue 

turnover times, or growth rates (Dalerum & Angerbjörn 2005) and ‘fractionation’ rates (the variable rate 

at which different species & tissues assimilate isotopes into tissues: see Section B below) (Caut et al. 

2009). These are seldom available when applying the technique to a new study species, and careful 

selection of suitable surrogates might be required in order to produce credible results (Bond & Diamond 

2011).  

In this chapter I evaluate the practicalities of applying SIA to the study of the invasive stoat (Mustela 

erminea) in New Zealand, in three sections: 

A) Explore previous work using SIA to study stoats in New Zealand, in an effort to understand 

complications or barriers to its application. 

B) Assess available information on key parameters such as turnover time and fractionation  

C) Evaluate the suitability of tissues available for analysis. In this section I also describe the pilot 

development work I undertook to assess the information available on the key parameters 

(Section B) and justify the inclusion of tissues in the rest of the study.  

Section	A:	Previous	stable	isotope	work	on	stoats	

To my knowledge no work has been published using SIA to study stoats in New Zealand or elsewhere. 

To retrieve any unpublished work on the topic, I contacted all stable isotope labs in New Zealand 

(University of Canterbury, National Institute of Water and Atmosphere, GNS Science, University of 

Waikato). Additionally, I contacted experts from DOC, Manaaki Whenua – Landcare Research, 

Christchurch Polytechnic Institute of Technology, University of Canterbury and Griffiths University. 

Evidence of only two stoat SIA projects was uncovered, both carried out in New Zealand. I contacted 
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the authors of these projects with a focus on understanding the reasons why their SIA work did not 

continue, and understanding the limitations of the technique.  

One project aimed to quantify the effects of a range of introduced predators, including stoats, on lizard 

populations at Macraes Flat in Central Otago. Initial pilot work showed a highly complex relationship 

between a suite of predators and various lizard species. Work did not proceed due to budgetary 

constraints, and as focus shifted to controlling the predators themselves (Bruce McKinlay DOC, 

personal communication). The second study explored SIA as a tool to examine the diet and origin of 

stoats caught on Secretary Island, Fiordland. Despite Rattus rattus being available to stoats only on the 

mainland, pilot SIA work showed insufficient variation between isotopic signatures of mainland and 

island stoats to answer the research questions. The study instead used stomach contents (Murphy et al. 

2016) and DNA (Veale et al. 2013) (Pete McMurtrie, DOC, personal communication). A third study is 

currently underway by the Southland branch of Fish and Game in New Zealand, aiming to understand 

contributions of mallard ducks (Anas platyrhynchos) to stoat diet over time, in order to assess the effect 

stoats are having on stock levels of this game bird (Cohen Stewart, Fish and Game Southland, personal 

communication).  

Data from the first two projects are provided in Appendices 1 and 2 (with the researchers’ permission) 

so they will be more widely available to future researchers.   

Section	B	–	Key	Parameters	

Fractionation		

SIA can be conducted on any biological tissue of consumers. Each tissue has several unique key 

characteristics that will affect the outcome of any study (Fry 2006). The trophic enrichment factor (TEF) 

is the factor by which the relative abundance of two isotopes change as they are metabolised and 

incorporated into animal tissue (Fry 2006). This variable fractionation process provides TEFs that differ 

between species and between tissues. TEFs are subtracted from consumer isotope value to correct it to 

the isotopic prey space and assess dietary contributions. TEFs are important parameters of any such 

dietary estimate and erroneous TEF can significantly bias dietary estimates derived from stable isotope 

mixing models (Bond & Diamond 2011). Ideally controlled feeding trials can identify these values for 

the species and tissue(s) of interest. Where such experimental work is not practical, or has not yet been 

completed, it is possible to ‘borrow’ values from other species with similar habit, metabolism, and 

phylogeny (Ben-David & Flaherty 2012). No TEFs have been reported for stoats. 

The only mustelid for which TEFs have been reported is the black-footed ferret (Mustela nigripes) 

(Brickner et al. 2014). A feeding experiment was conducted, sampling blood and hair to calculate the 
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TEFs as 15N 3.3 ± 0.03 (±1SE), 13C 2.7 ± 0.1.  However, the 13C TEF sat outside of other published, 

credible values, likely due to a lipid-enriched diet within the captive setting, and thus was not used in 

the study. Instead it used a 13C value from the red fox (Vulpes vulpes), 0.6 ± 1.0 (Roth & Hobson 

2000a), which is also a likely suitable surrogate for other mustelids. The Arctic fox (Vulpes lagopus) is 

another mammalian carnivore for which TEFs have been reported. In addition to this similarity of diet 

and high metabolic rate (Muñoz-Garcia & Williams 2005) artic foxes share a similar habit to stoats 

living in the alpine zone of New Zealand (Angerbjörn et al. 1994). Table 2.1 lists the full range of 

fractionation rates considered in the selection of an appropriate surrogate for this study.   

Table 2.1 Trophic enrichment factors (TEF) and standard deviations (in parenthesis) measuring difference in isotopic 
composition of consumer tissue(s) to their diet, taken from experimental feeding trials and computer simulations (SIDER). 
Computer simulated values marked with * 

Study Species Tissue C13 N15 

(Bodey et al. 2010) American mink Blood 1-2‰ 2-3‰ 

(Lecomte et al. 2011) arctic fox Nail 

 

Liver 

2.19 (±0.06) 

 

0.57 (± 0.19) 

3.60 (± 0.73) 

 

2.40 (± 0.47) 

(Roth 2003) arctic fox Collagen 2.0  

(Brickner et al. 2014) black footed ferret Hair and blood 0.6 (±1.0) 3.3 ± (0.03) 

(Borrell et al. 2012) fin whale Bone protein 3.11 (± 0.27) 2.03 (± 0.71) 

(Fox-Dobbs et al. 2007) Gray wolf Collagen 1.3 (± 0.6) 4.6 (±0.7) 

(Hobson et al. 1996) harp seal Nail +2.8 2.3 

(Caut et al. 2009) mammals Liver -0.69 (± 0.31) -0.19 (± 4.50) 

(Roth & Hobson 2000a) red fox Liver 0.4-0.6‰ 3.3-3.5 ‰ 

(Healy et al. 2017) stoats simulated 

 from ‘SIDER’ 

Collagen* 

Claw* 

Liver* 

1.7 (± 1.8) 

1.5 (± 1.9) 

1.5 (±1.8) 

3.6 (±1.4) 

3.6 (± 1.4) 

3.6 (± 1.4) 

(Hobson & Quirk 2014) striped skunk  

 

Collagen 3.5 (± 0.5) 3.8 (± 0.5) 
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A novel approach aims to predict TEF of consumers based on their ecology and relatedness using 

phylogenetic trees and a database of known TEF values from the literature. SIDER (Stable Isotope 

Discrimination Estimate in R, Healy et al. 2017) is a package in software R (R Core Team 2017) that 

provides a probability distribution of likely TEFs for use in mixing models. For stoats, the program 

called on known values for studies on Rattus rattus, the closest phylogenetic neighbour with data 

meeting the SIDER input criteria (see: Healy et al. 2017). This provides a mean and standard deviation 

that are taken from the posterior distributions and input into mixing models. I used SIDER to estimate 

TEF values for stoat bone collagen and calculated 15N as 3.6 ± 1.4 and 13C as 1.7 ± 1.8 (Figure 2.1). 

In pilot plotting, this estimate placed the consumers within the anticipated prey polygon (taken from 

early data in this study) and within the range of TEF collagen values for other species reported in 

published literature. Both these facts are indications that the SIDER-estimated range of TEFs for stoat 

collagen is likely correct (Healy et al. 2017; Stock & Semmens 2016).  

 

 

Figure 2.1 Posterior distributions, means and standard deviations for estimated δ13C & δ15N trophic enrichment factors for 
Mustela erminea, estimated using SIDER package in R. 

Tissue	growth	and	turnover	

An additional parameter to consider is the period of diet represented by a particular tissue. Biologically 

active tissues, such as muscle, liver, and skin, are constantly regenerating, but at different tissue-specific 

rates (Tieszen et al. 1983). Tissues therefore offer a representation of isotopic diet averaged out over the 

period during which a given tissue type replenishes, often referred to as the ‘turnover period’ (Hobson 

& Clark 1993). Conversely, biologically inert tissues such as fur, claw keratin, and whiskers represent 

only the period during which that tissue was grown, once formed the isotopic value remains inert and 

Nail 

Liver 

1.4 (+- 0.05) 

- 0.4 (+- 0.06) 

3.9 (+- 0.5) 

5.5 (+- 0.7) 
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does not change (Inger & Bearhop 2008). With a knowledge of the period represented by each tissue 

(either the turnover half-life or the growth period of inert tissues) it is possible to infer the diet of the 

consumer over different time periods (Fry 2006). These ‘turnover values’, required for both dietary 

estimates using Bayesian mixing models in Chapter 3 and niche width comparisons in Chapter 4, are 

discussed for each tissue below.  

Section	C:	Appraisal	of	tissue	types	and	pilot	development	work.		

Below I assess a range of tissues for potential use in this study. First I assess what information is 

available on the above parameters (turnover/tissue synthesis period, fractionation) and appraise the 

potential benefits and negatives of each tissue (Table 2.2). This includes considering the practicalities 

of employing the method in a remote field setting. I then conducted pilot trials and method development 

on selected tissues in an attempt to further resolve uncertainty around parameters and their suitability.  

Review	of	tissue	types	

Blood	

Non-lethal serial sampling of blood from live animals offers the chance to assess diet over several time 

frames (Hobson & Clark 1992). A half-life turnover of 40 days is reported for whole blood and 1–4  

days for plasma (Dalerum & Angerbjörn 2005). By spinning the blood in a field centrifuge to separate 

these components, two dietary estimates can be obtained from each sample.  Serial sampling of blood 

has been used to show changes in individual diet (Hobson & Clark 1992; Ben-David et al. 1997). 

However, sampling blood would require repeated live capture of stoats, a logistically challenging 

exercise in any alpine area.  

Muscle,	Liver	and	Skin		

Biologically active tissues such as muscle, liver, and skin are commonly used in stable isotope studies 

and present attractive options for analysis; turnover times are generally understood and various estimates 

of fractionation rates are available (Ben-David & Flaherty 2012); see Table 2.1. However, active animal 

tissues are subject to  rapid tissue degradation. Yurkowski et al. (2017) found δ13C & δ15N values from 

‘highly decomposed’ tissue from marine mammals could be compromised after several weeks, but 

observed negligible changes to δ13C & δ15N values over 8 days of decomposition.   

The challenges of terrain, access, and weather in the alpine zone makes maintaining live trapping 

networks difficult, and the low density of stoats (~1 per km2) limits sample sizes in projects where live 

capture is necessary (Smith et al. 2008). Existing kill-trapping operations for the conservation of alpine 

species are now established in many areas across the South Island (O’Donnell et al. 2017). These offer 

an excellent opportunity to obtain stoat carcasses, although trap checks vary from bi-weekly to quarter-
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annually, meaning decomposition of specimens could affect the quality of some samples.  

Visual assessment of a carcass using the ‘index of decomposition of animal flesh’ (Gennard 2012) could 

be used to identify carcasses that are likely unaffected by the decomposition. Animals in the ‘fresh’ 

category have no outward signs of physical change, with some insect activity around natural orifices or 

peri-mortem wounds. It is anticipated that only a small sample of animals delivered from kill-trapping 

programmes would fall into this category, but these would prove useful for SIA.  

Teeth		

Stoat teeth are laid down in annular cementum where a new layer of calcified material is deposited each 

year (Grue & King 1984). Some studies have utilised such annular cementum to track changes in the 

diet of mammals over time (Burt & Garvie-Lok 2013). This method offers valuable time-wise sequence 

of data in which the TEF remains constant, which could be valuable for examining how yearly diet 

responds to changing mammal abundance. However, the very small size (>5mm diameter) of stoat teeth 

makes this approach challenging, even for the 0.8 milligram samples required for mass spectrometry. 

Additionally, no TEF for teeth of small mammalian carnivores is known.  

Fur		

Fur represents an excellent opportunity for obtaining non-degraded keratin, both from carcasses from 

kill trapping programmes, and also from non-lethal passive fur traps (Gleeson et al. 2010). The isotopic 

composition of fur reveals the isotopic input during moulting, when new pelage grows (Roth & Hobson 

2000a). Stoats undergo two moults annually, in spring and autumn, in which they first grow new fur 

then shed the old coat (King & Moody 1982). The period during spring moult would be of particular 

interest in ascertaining stoat diet at a time of limited prey availability due to cold spring temperatures 

and snow cover. It is also the period when female stoats are carrying fertilised ova and then developing 

young in the womb. In species such as stoats that have delayed implantation, food availability is 

important to the number of eggs implanted (Mead 1989). Understanding diet during this period is thus 

of interest in assessing drivers of population fluctuations.   

Spring and autumn moult periods can overlap significantly both among individuals and within an 

individual, as the growth and shedding processes are independent of one another (King & Moody 1982). 

King and Moody (1982) note that these overlapped moult periods are in part a result of statistical 

averaging of populations from around the country, and that individual geographic locations will have 

shorter periods and less overlap. Some stoats will obtain a pure white or pied coat for the winter 

(especially in colder regions). A moult index of stoats can be observed by looking at either side of the 

(removed) skin (King & Moody 1982). The accumulation of melanin is evident in the hair follicle during 

the anagen phase: the active growth stage when the root of the new hair is dividing and adding to the 

hair shaft (Ebling 1976).  
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Whisker/Vibrissae	

Like fur, the isotopic signatures of vibrissae, or facial whiskers, represent the diet over the periods of 

each hair’s growth. Slow growth and significant length of whiskers have been utilised in some studies 

to sample along the length of vibrissae in several unique sections (Tyrrell et al. 2013; Goetz et al. 2017).  

Stoat whisker growth is inconsistent and variable between whiskers (Spurr 2002). While the growth rate 

was roughly uniform, only 66% of whiskers were found to be actively growing during one study period 

of 5–19 weeks, and the presence of club roots at the whisker base could not be accurately used to 

determine hairs that had stopped growing (Purdey et al. 2003). The potential period of diet represented 

by each whisker would therefore be large, and introduce unknown variation between samples. Because 

of this, whiskers would be of limited application in mixing model estimates. Multiple whiskers 

homogenised into a single sample might be appropriate for use in niche-width analyses, which aim to 

sample a wide range of time-periods and the exact period represented is not as vital.  

Claw	

Keratinised claw material has been used in stable isotope ecology to reveal diet and migratory history 

of animals such as seals (Hobson et al. 1996) and birds (Bearhop et al. 2003). The inert nature and linear 

growth pattern of claw tissue makes it particularly suitable for time-series data and comparisons with 

other tissues (Dalerum & Angerbjörn 2005; Bearhop et al. 2003; Robb et al. 2012). Fractionation values 

for claw tissue are available from various mammalian carnivores. The most similar in size, metabolism 

and habit is the arctic fox (Vulpes lagopus), another cold-habitat obligate carnivore with a rapid 

metabolism.  

While the growth of nail and claw tissue is a linear process (Orentreich et al. 1979), the exact growth 

rate of stoat claws (and therefore the period of diet represented by claw material) is unknown. Claws of 

captive ferrets (Mustela putorius) grow at between 0.11–0.13 mm/day (Bleavins et al. 1982), whereas 

beavers’ (Castor canadensis) claws grow at 0.12 mm/day (summer mean), and domestic cats’ (Felis 

cattus) claws at 1.9 mm/week (Homberger et al. 2009). Claw sections from the proximal (growing) edge 

of stoat claws would represent the period of diet directly before the animals’ death. From the above claw 

growth rates I estimate that a one millimetre claw section represents between 1–10 weeks of growth. 

Collagen	

Bone collagen is a very slow-turnover tissue that represents the diet averaged over a period of many 

months, and sometimes years (Rucklidge et al. 1992), making it an attractive option for an assessment 

of long term diet in stoats. Due to the slow decomposition of bone tissue, bones may be extracted from 

very degraded stoat carcasses sourced from existing trapping operations. Collagen can then be denatured 

to solution and extracted via the Longin method (Longin 1971), now common for radiocarbon dating of 

bone. The long turnover time of collagen requires long-term feeding experiments to calculate a TEF, 

meaning few are available in the literature for any species, and none for mustelids.  
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Table 2.2 Positive and negative attributes of various tissues considered for analysis. The final column indicates whether this 
tissue was used in this study. 

Tissue Positives  Negatives Used  

Bone Collagen Can utilise samples from very decayed 

individuals 

Represents very long dietary period 

Requires chemical extraction of 

bone collagen 

No TEF available for similar 

species  

Yes 

Claw Linear growth rate 

Inert keratinous tissues 

No method currently exists for 

small mammals 

Exact growth rate unknown for 

stoats 

Yes 

Fur Easy to extract/process 

Can utilise non-lethal sampling  

Inert keratinous tissue 

Some stoats still growing fur in 

December  

Some overlap in summer/winter 

pelage  

Yes 

Liver/ Muscle/ 

Skin 

Liver and muscle widely used 

Varying turnover speeds means varying 

time periods represented 

Decomposition will affect δ13C & 

δ15N values  

Yes/No 

/No 

Teeth enamel  Annular cementum could reveal seasonal 

patterns 

Inert tissue 

Very small size No 

Vibrissae 

(whiskers) 

Easy to extract/process 

Can utilise non-lethal sampling  

Inert keratinous tissue 

Uncertainty over growth periods 

Whiskers not always returned 

with carcass 

Yes 
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Empirical	work	to	trial	tissue	suitability	

Fur 

To resolve uncertainty stemming from nationally averaged moult timings and test likely moult status 

for the study sites/periods of interest in this study, I skinned and dried the coats of five stoats caught in 

December 2016, in the Nelson Lakes and Mt Aspiring National Parks (see Chapter 3: methods for full 

details). None of the five had any white hair on the dorsal surface, and four showed signs of melanin 

accumulation in the base of the follicle. Under a binocular microscope (10x – 40 x) it was not possible 

to trace these hairs through the skin to identify newly grown hairs, nor visually to identify new hairs 

based on physical characteristics. While it seems likely stoats caught in an alpine summer would be 

wearing summer pelage, exact timeframes of when this was grown are uncertain. This limits the 

precision with which diet estimates could be linked to the early spring period.  

Whisker	

An initial appraisal of the condition of samples returned from trapping operations showed some 

carcasses to be heavily degraded, particularly from sites with less frequent trap checks.  It was unusual 

for all vibrissae to be present on heavily degraded carcasses, meaning obtaining a consistent sample for 

dietary estimates using vibrissae could be challenging. However, whisker weights were sufficient that 

even a single large whisker could yield the 0.8 mg sample necessary for isotopic analysis. The shorter, 

finer anterior vibrissae were more commonly present, but yielded a lighter sample. 

Claw	

Due to complications with tissue degradation altering C and N values of active tissues (Yurkowski et al. 

2017), and with difficulty confirming a time period for more commonly used inert tissues (above), I 

developed a method to use keratinous claw tissue of stoats (see Chapter 3). These very slow degrading 

tissues would allow the use of even well degraded carcasses and allow a larger sample size to be included 

in this study. While assessing the suitability of cat claws for use in stable isotope analyses, Ethier et al 

(2010) found that additional keratin layers are deposited along the top edge and at the distal claw tips. 

On advice from this paper’s lead author, I applied their findings to develop this method for stoats 

(Chapter 3: methods) in a way that excludes this dorsal claw edge.  

I removed and boiled the two front paws of each stoat to extract the external claw sheath from the dermis 

of the basal matrix of the nail. I washed this keratin sheath in an ultrasonic water bath with a 2:1 mixture 

of chloroform:methanol to remove contaminants. Any remaining soft tissue was scraped away with a 

scalpel and dental tool. Using marked, straight-edged nail clippers and magnifying glass, I cut a one-

millimetre section from the proximal edge of the claw. The thickened dorsal ridge of this cross section 

was then removed (and discarded) leaving two slices of lateral wall of blade horn keratin from the 

proximal edges of each claw (see Figure 3.2). This excluded the dorsal ridge which can complicate time-
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series comparisons as additional keratin layers are deposited along its top edge, and also avoids the 

keratin-homogenisation complications of using distal claw tips. A section of the most proximal 

(growing) edge of a stoat claw would inform diet in the fixed period directly before an animal’s death.  

Isospace	separation		

The final consideration to evaluate whether SIA is a suitable technique for assessing stoat diet is to 

assess the geometry of prey space, i.e. whether there is enough separation in δ13C and δ15N values of 

prey within the ‘isospace’ (the two dimensional space created by the isotopic signatures of prey items).  

This separation is required for mixing models to ascertain what an individual is feeding on, and to 

uncover any potential niche separation (Stock & Semmens 2016). The Secretary Island pilot study 

(Appendix1) found insufficient variation in isotopic signature between mainland and island stoats to 

separate them into mainland and island groups. Despite only one habitat having the major prey source, 

ship rats (Rattus rattus), researchers could not accurately ascribe a stoat to one group or the other. In 

their pilot study of seven stoats (five island, two mainland), isotopic variation did exist but researchers 

could not accurately ascribe a stoat to one group or the other. But they note that this may be confounded 

by immigrant stoats moving between the mainland and the island (Appendix 1). 

A review of published studies giving isotope values from stoat prey items indicates some separation of 

prey δ13C and δ15N values in the isospace (that is, key prey types have unique isotopic signatures). 

However, δ13C and δ15N values can change with geographic location, habitat, rainfall and other factors, 

and no single isotopic study reports multiple prey types of stoats. Therefore, this question cannot be 

answered by looking at data from literature alone. Nor can this question be suitably answered using pilot 

work as a sizeable sample is needed to assess whether significant variation exists. Following the above 

review and research, it remains uncertain that sufficient geometric separation exists in the isospace 

describing key prey items of the stoat in alpine areas, and thus the ability of SIA to answer my research 

questions. This fact introduced an additional objective of my thesis, addressed in Chapter 5:  

AIM:  Assess whether Stable Isotope Analysis a suitable method to study the diet and feeding 

behaviour of stoats in New Zealand.  
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Conclusion	

Assessment of these key parameters and limitations was crucial to understanding whether SIA might be 

applied to my research questions about stoats. Smith (2006, p. 219) records the difficulty of studying 

this cryptic species in the alpine zone and notes his study “approached the limits of what was logistically 

achievable”. This initial pilot work and development of claw methodology allowed me to collect 

samples (carcasses) from existing trapping organisations, greatly extending the possible reach of this 

study by removing the need to use live-traps that must be checked daily. By selecting these inert or 

slow-degrading tissues I was able to extract valuable data from carcasses that had been sitting in traps 

for long periods. This novel approach added tens of thousands of ‘trap nights’ to the study, and allowed 

me to assess multiple diet estimates per sample.  

Bone collagen provided an excellent long-term view of stoat diet, while claw tissue revealed a period of 

diet in the weeks before an animal’s death. Where possible the use of liver offered a snapshot of a shorter 

period (days), but the sample size of liver tissue was severely restricted by carcass decomposition. 

However, even a small sample of fast turnover tissue is useful for comparing against the known last 

meal from stomach contents data, offering a rough calibration of chemical methods.  

Fractionation values from the arctic fox were available for both liver and claw tissues. While this value 

likely includes some error when applied to stoats (as TEF are species specific), the arctic fox’s habit is 

similar to that of alpine stoats, and any error is likely equally applied to both tissues. While not as high 

as that of the stoat, the basal metabolic rate of arctic fox is higher than any other species of similar diet 

(Iversen 1972; Muñoz-Garcia & Williams 2005). A suitable TEF is not readily available for stoat bone 

collagen, but the computer model SIDER provided estimates within the expected range of published 

values. Initial pilot plotting showed stoat and supposed prey to match in the prey isospace, indicating 

these values are likely good estimations in this case.  

These three tissues (liver, claw and bone) were used to examine diet over three key periods of interest 

using stable isotope mixing models (Chapter 3). These periods were also beneficial in analysing isotopic 

niches, where a spread of time periods effectively ‘stretches’ our understanding of the animal’s niche 

across distinct timeframes (Bearhop et al. 2004). To get as close as possible to an animal’s true and full 

isotopic niche it is preferable to utilise five or more tissues illustrating unique time periods (Jackson et 

al. 2011). In Chapter 4 I combined fur and whisker samples with claw, whisker and liver samples to 

build a more complete picture of isotopic niche. By utilising inert tissues I minimised the metabolic 

homogenisation issues of double representation of all active tissues (non-independent samples) during 

the most recent period before death (see Chapter 4).   No TEF’s were applied to any tissue type in niche 

width analyses. 
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Chapter Three: 

Geographic and seasonal variation in the diet of 

stoats in the New Zealand alpine zone 

 

 

 

Skink remains removed from the stomach of a single stoat from Nelson Lakes National Park.  

Photo: Katrina Kruger 
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Introduction	

Native taxa inhabiting alpine areas are threatened globally by a range of (largely anthropogenic) threats 

(Dirnböck et al. 2011; Franzén & Molander 2012; Nagy 1997; Chamberlain et al. 2016; Pauli et al. 

2003). Despite being well represented in the proportion of land under legal protection globally (Kollmair 

et al. 2005), alpine areas lag behind in terms of realised action to prevent biodiversity loss. The alpine 

zone of New Zealand reflects these trends: ~11% of New Zealand, and over 30% of public conservation 

land, is above the natural timberline (O’Donnell et al. 2017; Ministry for the Environment 2010). Due 

to the high diversity and prevalence of endemic species in these areas, the New Zealand government has 

identified 14 unique alpine ecosystem types and designated over 700,000 hectares of high altitude land 

for priority conservation management (New Zealand Department of Conservation 2018b). In New 

Zealand’s forest, river, coastal and wetland habitats, introduced mammalian predators pose significant 

risks to native fauna (King et al. 2010). Alpine ecosystems have been assumed to be relatively safe from 

the effects of introduced predators (Lavers & Mills 1978). However, stoats (Mustela erminea) have been 

identified as the primary agents in the decline of rock wren (Xenicus gilviventris) and are predators on 

takahē (Porphyrio hochstetteri), kea (Nestor notabalis), kiwi (Apteryx spp) and kākāpō (Strigops 

habroptilus) in the alpine zone, as well as consuming large numbers of alpine invertebrates (reviewed 

in O’Donnell et al. 2017). Despite this, the impacts of introduced predators on alpine species in New 

Zealand are poorly understood (O’Donnell et al. 2017) and no best practice documents exist for the 

conservation management of alpine ecosystems. This lack of biological knowledge confounds efforts to 

assess extinction risk to alpine species (Franzén & Molander 2012). 

Likelihood of predation can be understood as a combination of the numerical and functional 

responses of predators to their environment, i.e. predator abundance and the per capita rate at which 

they eat a given prey type (Murphy et al. 1998). In alpine ecosystems stoats are thought to be top order 

predators, and work is underway to assess drivers of numerical fluctuations of introduced predators in 

alpine areas (C. O’Donnell, J. Monks and K. Weston, DOC, personal communication). However, in 

order to fully assess threat from predation, managers also require reliable information on the functional 

response of stoats in alpine environments, including diet and factors that mediate dietary variation. 

Previous studies of stoat diet in New Zealand’s alpine zone (summarised in Table 1.1, Chapter 1) show 

high variability in the consumption rates of different prey items. Within their native range, stoat diet 

also varies. Several international studies in alpine areas record substantial proportions of prey items not 

reported in other systems, including fruit (Martinoli et al. 2001) and beetles (Hernández & Zaldívar 

2016).  

Each previous study in the New Zealand alpine zone has focussed on a single site, usually a breeding 

site of a threatened species of interest. Smith (2006) conducted a multi-year study at two adjacent sites 
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in a single catchment of Fiordland National Park but stated his study “approached the limits of what was 

logistically feasible” (Smith, 2006, p. 219). The cryptic biology and the low densities of stoats (which 

severely limit sample sizes (Smith 2006)) means no study has yet been able to provide spatial and 

temporal replication of dietary data from the alpine zone. This lack of information about spatial and 

temporal variation inhibits the ability of conservation managers to apply their findings to other areas.  

Many factors are expected to generate variation in the diet of alpine stoats. Seasonal and altitudinal 

changes in temperature likely affect the distribution or availability of taxa preyed upon by stoats. 

Increases in rat abundance can drive greater consumption of rats and, in some studies, reduced predation 

on native fauna (Murphy et al. 2008). Stoat diet can also vary with sex, likely driven by size differences 

between males and females (King et al. 2010).  

My study uses Stable Isotope Analysis to assess the diet of alpine stoats at four sites across three time 

periods. I aimed to document how the diet of stoats varies across the alpine zone, and to examine drivers 

of variation, including season, latitude, and availability of ship rats as prey. This analysis will 

contribute to improved predictions of extinction risk to alpine species and help inform the development 

of best practice documents for the management of invasive species in New Zealand’s alpine areas.  

Based on previous studies (summarised in Chapter 1) I hypothesise that: 

• Stoats in alpine areas of the northern South Island prey on more mammals and fewer birds and 

invertebrates compared with stoats in the southern South Island.  

• Stoats in the alpine zone will consume higher proportions of invertebrates when these are most 

readily available (i.e. during summer months) and eat more small mammals at other times; 

• As in podocarp forest (Murphy et al. 2008), stoats in areas with greater rat abundance will 

consume relatively fewer birds and invertebrates; 

• The proportions of invertebrates and birds consumed will increase with increased catch altitude 

as ship rats become less available to stoat diet (Christie et al. 2017). 

Methods	

Study	sites	and	stoat	collection	

This study was conducted in the alpine zone (above the natural timberline) of four National Parks along 

the length of the South Island of New Zealand: Kahurangi and Nelson Lakes National Parks in the 

northern South Island, and Mt Aspiring and Fiordland National Parks in the south (Figure 3.1). Sites 

range from 750 to 2053 m above sea level, and are a mix of alpine grasslands, sub-alpine scrub, rock, 

scree, and herb and cushion field vegetation, located above large tracts of beech forest (Nothofagaceae). 
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Each site has an existing network of mustelid kill-traps run by the Department of Conservation (DOC) 

and/or local community groups for the protection of alpine fauna. Trapping effort and intensity vary 

between each site:  

1) Alpine sections of the Flora and Cobb trapping networks of the Kahurangi National Park 

(hereafter: Kahurangi NP) are characterised by thin bands or plateaus of Chionochloa tussock 

grassland around 1500 metres above sea-level (masl). The network of 154 single-set DOC 200 

(for trap designs see: Peters & Waddington 2004) covers 667 hectares of alpine terrain. Traps 

were baited with either a single chicken (Gallus gallus domesticus) egg or Erayz™ block 

(Connovation Ltd, Auckland, New Zealand) and checked monthly December to May, weather 

permitting. Prey sampling was undertaken at the Balloon Plateau in the Northwest of the 

trapped area (Lat: -41.16910; Long: 172.62246). 

 

2) A single line of 130 traps runs along the length of the St Arnaud Range in Nelson Lakes 

National Park (hereafter: Nelson Lakes NP). Additional trap-lines run down spurs and roads 

approximately 3 km apart. A total of 171 single-set DOC 200 traps between 1350-1880 masl 

covering 901 hectares. Traps were baited with either a single chicken egg or Erayz™ block 

and checked monthly from December to May. Prey sampling took place at the Rainbow Ski 

field, in the centre of the trapped area (Lat: -41.87144; Long: 172.86064).   

 

3) The Routeburn track area contains a contiguous network of double-set DOC 200 and DOC 

150 traps straddling both Mt Aspiring and Fiordland National Parks. The network covers 2109 

hectares and crosses both administrative areas, but for simplicity is referred to here as Mt 

Aspiring NP. Above the timberline, 446 traps are spread along ridges, spurs and tracks, spaced 

between 400 and 1300 m apart, from the timberline (~1000 masl) to 1760 masl. Traps were 

baited with a 3 cm cube of fresh rabbit (Oryctolagus cuniculus) meat (Fiordland) or an 

Erayz™ block and a single chicken egg (Mt. Aspiring) and were checked monthly October to 

May (avalanche dependant). Prey sampling took place in the Harris Basin on the Western 

edge of the trapped area (Lat -44.727314; Long168.173389). 

 

4) The Murchison Mountains in Fiordland National Park (hereafter: Fiordland NP) contains 348 

double-set DOC 150 traps above the timberline (~1000 masl) covering an area of 5237 

hectares. Traps were baited with a 3cm cube of fresh rabbit meat and a single chicken egg.  

Alpine traps were checked three times during the study period. Prey sampling took place at 

Plateau Creek, in the centre of the trapped area (Lat: -45.24064; Long: 167.53034). 
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Figure 3.1 Locations where stoats were caught for use in this study. Kahurangi (1), Nelson Lakes (2), Mt Aspiring (3) and 
Fiordland (4) National Parks. Shading shows the estimated extent of the alpine zone, modified with permission from figure 1, 
O’Donnell et al. (2017) 

 

From November 2016 until May 2017 DOC staff, local contractors, and volunteers returned stoat 

carcasses caught within the study areas. Carcasses were labelled with site, retrieval date, trap ID and 

trapper ID  then frozen for transport and storage.  

Stoat and rat trap-catch data were made available by trapping organisations, and are expressed as catch 

per 100 trap nights (c/100TN) of all traps above the timberline, after correcting for sprung traps (Nelson 

& Clark 1973). I used Arc GIS (Esri 2011) to apply a 25 m resolution digital elevation model (Columbus 

et al. 2011) to GPS points for all trap locations to determine trap altitude for each capture. Areas covered 

by trapping operations were calculated as the area of alpine terrain (as defined by in Land Information 

New Zealand Landcover Database) within 200 m of a stoat trap. Preliminary analysis indicated that 

altitude above sea level better described diet variation than altitude above timberline, calculated by 

subtracting the timberline (from O’Donnell et al. 2017) from the trap altitude (Table 4, Appendix 4).  
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Beech	and	Tussock	Masting	

Understanding the beech and tussock masting events taking place during this study will add ecological 

context and aid the comparison to past and future studies. Mass seeding (masting) events in 

Nothofagaceae beech forest drive large increases in rodent abundance in these systems (King 1983). 

Stoat populations respond with increased cohorts of juvenile stoats the following spring (King 2002). 

One study has shown that heavy masting in Chionochloa tussock species can also lead to large increases 

in mouse abundance in tussock grasslands (Wilson & Lee 2010), but it is uncertain how less-intense 

masting events affect mouse density in these areas. Wilson & Lee (2010) hypothesised that alpine stoat 

populations would respond demographically to increased mouse abundance in a similar way to those in 

beech forests; e.g. producing a larger cohort of juvenile stoats in the spring following a tussock mast. 

DOC measure the extent and intensity of beech masting by recording the density of beech seeds (seeds 

per m2) at sites throughout the country. These measures showed beech masting was widespread, yet 

variable, throughout the South Island in autumn 2016 (New Zealand Department of Conservation 

2018a). Beech forests adjacent to all my study sites seeded. A full mast  (> 4000 seeds/m2) was recorded 

at beech forest adjacent to my Fiordland NP site, while sites adjacent to my Nelson Lakes and Mt 

Aspiring NP sites recorded a partial mast (500-4000 seeds/m2: Wardle 1984). It is unknown how 

increased stoat or rodent densities in beech forests affect densities in adjacent alpine areas. 

The DOC Alpine Research Project monitors tussock flowering at seven sites around the South Island, 

including at my Kahurangi and Fiordland NP sites. Tussock masting in 2016 was widespread, with some 

flowering recorded at all sites monitored except South Westland. Average flowering tillers per tussock 

(of 100 pants per species, spread over five transects) ranged from 0 to 4.7 (mean = 2.0) (DOC, 

unpublished alpine monitoring data). These levels fall well below the peak mean flowering of 57 flowers 

per tussock observed by Wilson & Lee (2010) and below strong mast years reported for four long 

running datasets of Chionochloa pallens (Kelly et al. 2000). Data are not available for the Nelson Lakes 

and Mt Aspiring NP sites, but as the intensity of tussock flowering is synchronous among sites several 

hundred kilometres apart (Kelly et al. 2008), we may infer that tussock at these sites also likely flowered 

to some extent. 

Prey	collection	

I visited one locality within each study site (locations listed above) to collect samples of the potential 

prey species available to stoats. Prey were selected based on previous research on the diet of alpine 

stoats, both in New Zealand (Smith et al. 2005), and abroad (King et al. 2010). Mice (Mus musculus) 

were caught in lines of Victor snap traps (Woodstream Corporation, 69 N. Locust St. Lititz, PA, USA) 

baited with peanut butter and rolled oats, laid at 20 metre intervals in alpine grasslands. Carcasses of 
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rats (Rattus rattus) were collected opportunistically from the networks of mustelid traps described 

above.  

I caught a representative selection of local alpine passerines (see Table 3.3 for species), based on local 

species observed then targeted at each site. I erected 9, 12, and 18 metre mist nets (25 mm, 4 pocket, 

various manufacturers) on aluminium poles in tussock grasslands, sub-alpine scrub and at the forest 

edge. I sampled <1 ml of whole blood from each bird by brachial venepuncture, and smeared blood onto 

cleaned glass microscope slides for air drying (as in Hobson et al. 1997). Birds were banded with a 

single metal band to avoid re-sampling, according to the protocol outlined in the NZ bird banding 

schedule (Melville 2011). 

Teams of two to eight people hand-collected emergent nocturnal invertebrates, chiefly wētā 

(Hemiandrus and Hemideina spp), by searching with head-lamps in alpine herb and cushion fields. 

Grasshoppers (Sigaus spp.) were hand collected during early morning from tussock and scree. I hand-

collected tussock grass seeds (Chionochloa spp) and the fruit of alpine plants based on their availability 

during field visits. Samples of beech seed were obtained through the DOC beech seed- monitoring 

programme from seed-rain collection funnels in beech forest adjacent to each study site.  

Feathers dropped by birds were collected opportunistically in the study area during field visits, except 

those of takahē (Porphyrio hochstetter). Short sections of wing covert were provided by the DOC takahē 

recovery programme, from dead takahē recovered from the Fiordland National Park study area between 

2013 and 2016.  

Due to difficulties obtaining animal ethics permission to trap hares (Lepus europaeus), I engaged a 

professional contract hunter (Huntsman Ltd, Te Anau) to shoot hares in the alpine zone of Mt Aspiring 

NP only. Hare samples from Mt Aspiring were also used as a proxy for other sites with hares present. 

Mouse, rat, hare and invertebrate samples were stored on ice then frozen for transport and storage. Fruit, 

seed, dried blood and feathers were stored dry in paper envelopes and slide cases.  

Stoat	dissection	

In the laboratory, I determined the sex of mustelids by the presence of a baculum or visible nipples 

(King & Moody 1982). Contents of stomach, gut, and rectum (hereafter: stomach contents) were 

removed and stored in 70% ethanol, and mandibular canine teeth removed. I analysed stomach contents 

visually and under a binocular microscope (10x - 40x) recording the frequency of occurrence of different 

prey items, and as the proportion of the total contents (using a segmented petri dish). I used prey 

categories described in Smith et al. (2008) and included those empty stomachs where no prey remains 

were present. 
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I determined the age of stoats by counting annular cementum rings of canine teeth and compared these 

to a reference collection of known-age stoats (Grue & King 1984). One canine from each individual was 

immersed in fixative (two days) and de-calcifying fluid (2-4 days, until no calcium residue was seen in 

the solution). Teeth were then washed in distilled water, embedded in a cryomatrix mould, and frozen 

at -80oC. 12µ slices were cut by running samples through a cryotome (temperatures = cryobar -50oC, 

chamber -25oC, specimen -16oC). Sections were air dried on microscope slides then immersed in 

distilled water (two minutes) and stained with haemotoxin (three minutes). Haemotoxin stain was then 

washed out with distilled water, and slides were dehydrated in 95% ethanol (two minutes), 100% ethanol 

(two minutes), and put through three xylene washes (two minutes/wash). Samples were then set with 

Entellnn® mountant and a coverslip and dried overnight before observation. A nominal birthday of 

October 1 was assigned to all stoats. Cementum annuli were then scored visually at 100x and 400x 

magnifications by an independent observer and compared with the known-age stoat teeth obtained by 

Grue & King (1984).  

Stoat	tissue	selection	and	sample	preparation	

I selected tissues based on the unique time periods of interest they represented, and availability of 

suitable Trophic Enrichment Factors (TEFs). Collagen represents the long-term diet (over many 

months), whereas claw represents a short-term period of weeks, and liver a very short-term period of 

only days. Full details are provided in Chapter 2. 

Bone	Collagen	(hereafter:	collagen)	

After dissecting the left ulna, radius, and humerus, I extracted bone collagen using a modified Longin 

method (Longin 1971). Cleaned bones were demineralised in 0.5 Mol HCl solution until soft and pliable, 

rinsed three times in Milli-Q®, then immersed in ph3 HCl solution at 70 oC for 48 hours. I filtered liquid 

using Ezee-Filter® vacuum filters (Elkay Laboratory Products, UK), then froze and freeze-dried to a 

homogenised solid. In the Longin method an ‘ultrafiltration’ step is used to remove very small particles 

for radiocarbon dating studies, or for isotope samples with very high collagen lipid content. As the lipid 

content of small mammals is not high (Guiry et al. 2016) I found no a priori reason to invoke this step 

for this study. 

Claw	

I removed and boiled the two front paws of each stoat to extract the external claw sheath from the dermis 

of the basal matrix of the nail. I washed this keratin sheath in an ultrasonic water bath with a 2:1 mixture 

of chloroform:methanol to remove contaminants. Any remaining soft tissue was scraped away with a 

scalpel and dental tool. Using marked, straight-edged nail clippers and magnifying glass, I cut a one-

millimetre section from the proximal edge of the claw. The thickened dorsal ridge of this cross section 

was then removed (and discarded) leaving two slices of lateral wall (blade horn) keratin from the 
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proximal edges of each claw (see figure 3.2). This excludes the dorsal ridge which can complicate time-

series comparisons as additional keratin layers are deposited along its top edge, and also avoids the 

keratin-homogenisation complications of using distal claw tips (Ethier et al. 2010). Lateral wall samples 

from between three to five claws of the front paws (depending on size and availability on the carcass) 

were pooled, and segments totalling 0.8 mg were weighed into tin cups for mass spectrometry.  

 

Figure 3.2 Distal phalanx [A] and external claw sheath (nail) [B] of a stoat. Thickened dorsal ridge [C] was excluded 
leaving two 1-millimetre wall sections [D] of blade horn keratin for use in the analysis. 

 

Although the growth of nail or claw tissue is a linear process (Orentreich et al. 1979), the exact growth 

rate of stoat claws (and therefore the period of diet represented by claw tissue) is not known. Claws of 

captive ferrets (Mustela pustoria) grow at between 4-10% (Bleavins et al. 1982); beaver (Castor 

canadensis) claws at 0.12 mm/day (summer mean) (Severud 2011), and domestic cat (Felis catus) claws 

at 1.9mm/week (Homberger et al. 2009). Thus, stoat claw sections sampled here represent the period of 

diet shortly before the animal’s death, likely between 1–10 weeks. 

Liver		

I extracted 10 mm sections of the sinister-caudal lobe of liver from carcasses that were not heavily 

degraded (as per Gennard 2007, see Chapter 2). Liver was dried for 48 hours at 40 oC and ground to a 

powder. I chemically removed lipids by washing repeatedly in 5 ml of 2:1 chloroform:methanol solution 

in an ultrasonic water bath until the solution ran clear of lipids.  
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Prey	sample	preparation	

Whole dried passerine blood was scraped into glass vials and homogenised. Feather vane was cut into 

fine segments (>1 mm) and homogenised, excluding the rachis.  Quadriceps muscles of both anterior 

legs of mice, wētā and grasshoppers were removed and dried at 40 oC for >48 hours, then homogenised 

with a 0.7mm dental tool (Kohler Medical Products). A 20 mm distal segment of the right quadriceps 

muscle of hares was dissected, dried, and homogenised with a ball-mill bug grinder. Lipids were 

removed from mice and hare muscle and feather samples by washing three times in ultrasonic water 

bath with 5 ml of 2:1 chloroform:methanol. Other invertebrates, fruits, and seeds were oven dried (as 

above) and homogenised with a ball-mill bug grinder. Collagen from rat bones was extracted using the 

modified Longin method described above for stoats. 

Effects	of	ethanol	on	skink	samples	trial	

An unexpected prevalence of skink in the stoat diet suggested a need to obtain samples of skinks from 

the wild, but field work had already been completed, and ethics permission was not obtained for skink 

collection. Instead therefore, undigested skink pieces extracted from stoat stomachs were used as prey 

samples for mass spectrometry. These pieces had been stored in ethanol, which may (Hobson et al. 1997; 

Kim & Koch 2011; Sarakinos et al. 2002) or may not (Edwards et al. 2002; Kelly et al. 2006) affect 

δ13C and δ15N ratios. To measure the effect (if any) of this particular batch of ethanol on New Zealand 

skinks, three skink samples (two plague skinks Lampropholis delicata and one southern grass skink, 

Oligosoma nigriplantare polychroma) were obtained through DOC; they had been either found dead 

(grass skink) or euthanased by freezing as part of biosecurity control (plague skinks). Each skink was 

split sagittally into two equal portions. One random portion was dried and ground immediately, the other 

stored in ethanol (of the same batch as used for skinks from stoat stomachs) for 60 days. The ethanol 

was then evaporated off and the skinks dried and ground. To measure the effect (if any) of ethanol on 

δ13C and δ15N ratios, the two sets of samples (with and without ethanol, n=3 per treatment) were 

processed by mass spectrometer and the δ13C and δ15N ratios were compared using t-tests assuming 

equal variance. Plague and common skink samples were not used as inputs for mixing models, but only 

to obtain any necessary correction factor for ethanol treatment. Samples of the unidentified skinks 

extracted from stoat stomachs were processed in the same way and utilized in mixing model dietary 

estimates.  

Mass	Spectrometry	

Samples for carbon and nitrogen isotope analysis were prepared by weighing 0.8 mg (± 0.08) samples 

of homogenised material into tin foil capsules and dried under vacuum overnight. Samples were 

processed at the Isotrace lab at the University of Otago, Dunedin, New Zealand. Nitrogen and carbon 
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isotopes were assayed by combusting whole material to N2 and CO2 gas in a Carlo Erba NC2500 

elemental analyser (CE Instruments, Milan), using helium carrier gas enriched with oxygen. The gases 

were separated on a packed Porapak QS GC column and sent sequentially to the inlet of a Europa 

Scientific “20/20 Hydra” (Europa Scientific, UK) isotope ratio mass spectrometer (IRMS), in 

continuous flow mode. Raw isotope ratios were normalised by three-point calibration to international 

scales using two IAEA (International Atomic Energy Agency) reference materials (USGS-40 and 

USGS-41) and a laboratory standard (EDTA –OAS), assayed with the unknown samples. δ13C and 

δ15N values (defined in Chapter 2) of these standards are as follows: 

Table 3.1 Delta values of International Atomic Energy Agency reference materials (USGS-40 and USGS-41) and a 
laboratory standard (EDTA –OAS) These values are used in three-point calibration to the international scales as a 
laboratory reference for mass spectrometry. 

  Material δ13C δ15N 

  USGS-40   - 4.52 - 26.24 

  USGS-41 - 47.57 - 37.76 

  EDTA-OAS - 0.73 - 38.52 

 

The laboratory standard, EDTA-OAS (Elemental Microanalysis Ltd, UK) has multi-year and multi-

laboratory calibration records against IAEA reference materials. EDTA-OAS was also used as a drift 

control material by assaying a pair of aliquots after every twelve samples of a batch. Instrumental drift 

corrections (when applied) were calculated from regression of the EDTA-OAS against time. Precision 

was assessed from the RMS difference between sequential duplicates (IANZ 2004) of every 10th sample 

by random inclusion of three true control materials chosen to mimic the nature of the sample materials. 

Expected precision for analysis of control materials is typically ± 0.2 ‰ for δ15N and ± 0.1 ‰ for δ13C. 

Isotopic ratios are then expressed as parts per thousand using the formula: 

  δX(‰) = ( )*+,-./

)*0+12+32
– 	17 × 	1000 

where δX is δ15N or δ13C, and R is the respective 15N/14N or 13C/12C ratio or the sample being 

measured.  

Mixing	models	

Data were analysed using Bayesian mixing model package MixSIAR (Stock & Semmens 2016) in 

programme R (R Core Team 2017). Separate models were created for each tissue at each study site, 
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allowing application of site-specific informative priors. The ‘isospace’, or isotopic mixing space, is the 

two dimensional space defined by the δ13C and δ15N ratios of potential prey categories. Informative 

priors improve the accuracy of mixing models and reduce confidence intervals of dietary estimates, 

especially where prey categories are closely spaced or linearly aligned within the isospace (Moore & 

Semmens 2008).  

Uninformative priors were not used in mixing models for this study. I instead constructed informative 

priors using percentage frequency of occurrence of each prey category, taken from stomach contents of 

stoats at each site (including only stoats with intact stomachs). To avoid an overly-informative alpha 

prior based on a small sample size (i.e. a  limited number of stoat stomachs per site), I scaled informed 

priors to the weight of an uninformative prior, using the following formula: 

  α = ;<=;=<>?=@	=A	B?C>	A<=D	;<CE	FG>GH=<E	∗	@JDKC<	=A	;<CE	FG>GH=<?CL

>=>GM	@JDKC<	=A	LGD;MCL	A<=D	GMM	FG>GH=<?CL
	 

Mixing models produce the most reliable results when prey categories are clumped into broad categories 

of easily identified items within the stomach contents (Phillips et al. 2014). This ‘lumping’ means loss 

of some resolution to distinguish between prey items (e.g. between different groups of mammals), but 

yields far greater certainty from model estimates and narrower confidence intervals (Phillips 2012). 

Ground birds (kiwi, takahē, and weka) did not fall into one prey grouping. Because I expected these to 

be in stoat diet at only a very low frequency, they were dropped from prey data in order to simplify the 

model.  

Models were run using raw mix (prey) data, with no fixed, nested or random factors, using a 

residual:process interaction error term (Parnell et al. 2010). An additional model was also run for each 

site for claw values with individuals as fixed factors in the model, creating a dietary estimate for each 

individual stoat, using the informative priors above.  

Trophic	Enrichment	Factor	

The trophic enrichment factor (TEF) or discrimination value is a species- and tissue-specific value 

indicating the rate at which species metabolise isotopes into different tissues  Incorrect or inappropriate 

TEF values can lead to substantial error in mixing model results (Bond & Diamond 2011). Experimental 

work has not yet been conducted to determine TEFs for stoat tissues. I have therefore used liver and 

claw TEFs from another small-bodied mammalian hyper-carnivore for which data are available, the 

artic fox (Vulpes lagopus). All values were then checked against the published values from a range of 

other mammals, and checked within the isospace of known prey items to ensure they were within a 

realistic range of what we would expect for stoats’ feeding behaviours. While all care was taken to 

choose biologically appropriate surrogate values, the inclusion of surrogate TEFs incorporates an 
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unknown amount of error into these results. A full appraisal of available enrichment values and ranges 

is given in Chapter 2 of this thesis.  

Seasonal	variation		

Seasonal variation in the isotopic signature of a consumer can be caused by variation in consumer diet 

but also by a change in the isotopic signature of that diet (e.g. a dietary shift by a key prey species). It is 

therefore preferable to sample across multiple time periods of interest, where possible. I conducted one 

winter sampling trip in July 2017 to Nelson Lakes NP to collect winter prey samples and examined the 

variation between sites and seasons to assess if sampling effort was likely sufficient. These were then 

compared to summer samples from that site using a K-nearest neighbour randomisation test (Rosing et 

al. 1998). 

Factors	affecting	diet		

I fitted beta regression models to assess the effect of stoat sex, stoat age, catch altitude, and/or study site 

on the proportions of prey consumed by individual stoats. Due to the large proportion of juveniles 

caught, I entered age as a two-level categorical variable (juvenile or adult). To measure the effect of age 

of juveniles, juveniles were also given an age in days from a nominal birthday of October 1 (King & 

Moody 1982) until the day they were collected by trappers.  

Proportional dietary contributions provided by MixSIAR fail to meet the homoscedasticity requirements 

and other assumptions of generalised linear models (Koenker & Bassett 1982). Instead, beta regressions 

are commonly used for modelling continuous data restricted to values between zero and one (Schreier 

& Prügl 2011). I ran one model per prey category using the mean prey proportions consumed by 

individual stoats (Appendix 3) as the dependent variable. I also included interaction terms between 

sex:age, age:site and altitude:site. The latter two aim to capture any temporal or spatial effects. As diet 

was dominated by just two prey categories at some sites, I do not compare directly between diet 

proportions (e. g. proportion of mammals and invertebrates) as one is inversely related to the other. I 

used the type II ANOVA function in the package CAR (Fox & Weisberg 2011)  with Beta regressions 

using  betareg package (Grün et al. 2012), both in computer program R (R Core Team 2017). 

To measure if site-wide rat or stoat abundance would better explain diet variation compared to using 

‘study site’ as a categorical variable, I ran each beta regression twice more, using rat abundance then 

stoat abundance (c/100TN) in place of study site. This provided a set of three beta regressions (‘site 

model’, ‘rat model’ and ‘stoat model’) for each dietary category (% mammals, % passerines, % 

invertebrates). I compared each set of three models using Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC; Akaike 

1987) to assess which set of variables explained more of the variation.  
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Results	

Samples	returned	

Trappers returned 55 stoat carcasses suitable for use in the analyses. Of these, eight were adults, 41 

juveniles, and four unknown (teeth either missing or could not be assessed). Only two stoats were caught 

in Kahurangi NP, where the widespread aerial application of the toxin sodium fluoroacetate (compound 

1080) in November 2016 is believed to have killed most of the stoat population (personal 

communication, Ivan Rogers, DOC); I therefore excluded this site from further analyses. Sex ratios were 

roughly even between sites (Figure 3.3). Degradation of carcasses varied from ‘fresh’ to ‘advanced 

decay/liquefaction’ (Gennard 2012), affecting the state of liver tissue. A total of 51 claw, 50 collagen 

and 28 liver samples were analysed and used in mixing models. Rat abundance at Mt Aspiring NP was 

0.007 and Fiordland NP 0.157 (c/100TN); no rats were caught at Nelson Lakes NP during the study 

period. More stoats were caught per 100 trap-nights at Nelson Lakes (0.079) than Mt Aspiring (0.029) 

or Fiordland (0.031).  

 

 

Figure 3.3 Sex and age of stoats caught in the alpine zone of Nelson Lakes (NLNP), Mt Aspiring (MANP), and Fiordland 
(FNP) National Parks in the summer of 2016/17. Age classes  = Juvenile (Juv), 1, 2, 3 years assuming a nominal birthday of 
October 1st. Age class information was not available for every stoat sampled in this study, sample size for age data in 
parentheses.  
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Table 3.2 Percentage frequency of occurrence of prey items in the stomachs of 35 stoats from the alpine zone of three 
national parks in New Zealand. 

 

Thirty-five stoat carcasses were in a condition suitable for stomach content analysis. Every suitable stoat 

stomach from Fiordland NP contained mammal hair or tissue, as did 90% of stoats from Mt Aspiring 

NP (Table 3.2). In contrast, just 50% of stomachs from Nelson Lakes NP contained mammal hair or 

tissue, instead containing greater proportions of bird, invertebrate and skink remains. Nelson Lakes NP 

was the only site to have any lizard remains in stoat stomachs; four of eleven stomachs sampled (36.6%) 

contained remains of skinks, including one stomach containing 19 skink feet and two small, entire 

skinks. Plant items were found in stoat stomachs, including wood, tussock and the flower head of a grass 

inflorescence. It was beyond the scope of this study to differentiate hare, rat, and mouse hair within the 

stomachs of stoats caught; all were recorded as mammal.  

I collected, processed and analysed a total of 297 prey items from 12 prey categories at four sites (Table 

3.3). After the exclusion of Kahurangi NP (see above), 233 prey items were used as inputs for mixing 

models. Five mice and 17 passerines were caught at Nelson Lakes NP in the winter field trip; winter 

efforts to locate skinks, wētā, grasshoppers and beetles were unsuccessful. K-nearest neighbour 

simulations could not accurately discriminate between summer and winter isotopic signatures in either 

mice or passerines at Nelson Lakes NP. I therefore pooled all mice and passerine samples at this site 

and assumed all differences in isotopic signatures in stoat tissues from different periods were due to 

differences in stoat diet rather than seasonal differences in isotopic signatures of prey.  

Ethanol had no statistically significant effect on either dC or dN values of skinks experimentally tested 

(dC: P = 0.84;  dN: P = 0.37). No correction was therefore necessary for skink samples from stoat 

stomachs that had been stored in ethanol. 

 Mammal Bird Invertebrate Plant Skink Sample size 

Nelson Lakes NP 50% 19% 37% 19% 37% 11 

Mt Aspiring NP 90% 0% 30% 20% 0% 10 

Fiordland NP 100% 0% 27% 7% 0% 14 
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Table 3.3 Samples collected from the alpine zone of Kahurangi (KNP), Nelson Lakes (NLNP), Mt Aspiring (MANP) and Fiordland (FNP) National Parks. Square brackets in NLNP column 
show number of samples collected in winter at that site. Parentheses in Total column show total number of samples used in mixing models.  

Prey Item Tissue KNP NLNP MANP FNP Total (total used) Species 

Alpine fruit fruit 17 10 18 5 50 (33) Pentachondra pumila, Podocarpus nivalis, Coprosma cheesemanii, Astelia linearis, 
Gaultheria depressa 

Beech seed 0 2 2 4 8 (8) Lophozonia menziesii, Fuscospora cliffortioides 

Grasshopper muscle 4 14 5 0 23 (19) Sigaus spp 

Ground birds feather 5 5 0 9 19 (14) Branta canadensis, Porphyrio hochstetteri, Apteryx australis, Gallirallus australis 

Hare muscle 0 0 4 0 4 (4) Lepus europaeus 

Invertebrate 

other 

whole 6 2 2 3 13 (7) Celatoblatta spp., Coleoptera 

Mouse muscle 0 9 [5] 5 10 23 (23) Mus musculus 

Passerines blood 14 23 [17] 18 28 83 (69) Zosterops lateralis, Anthus novaeseelandiae, Petroica macrocephala, Anthornis 
melanura, Prunella modularis, Carduelis flammea, Acanthisitta chloris, Gerygone igata, 
Turdus philomelos, Fringilla coelebs 

Ship rat collagen 4 0 2 2 8 (4) Rattus rattus 

Skink whole 0 4 2 0 6 (6) Unknown. 
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Tussock seed 6 0 4 11 21 (15) Chionochloa pallens, Chionochloa crassiuscula 

Wētā muscle 14 4 5 16 39 (25) Deinacrida tibiospina, Hemiandrus maculifrons, H. focalis, H. fiordensis, H. nitaweta. 

TOTAL  64 54 63 88 297 (233)  
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All consumers’ values (stoat collagen, claw and liver) fell within the prey polygon in the isospace, i.e. the 

space defined by the measured prey values corrected by the trophic enrichment factor (Figure 3.4). This 

indicates no major prey items were missed in sampling, nor significant errors in selection of TEF values.  

Mixing	model	Results	

Mixing model estimates of long-term stoat diet using bone collagen indicate mammals contributed the 

largest proportion to diet at all sites. Mean proportions (±SD) ranged from 0.47 ± 0.22 at Nelson Lakes NP 

to 0.90 ± 0.05 at Fiordland NP (Figure 3.5). Mammals also made the largest contribution to diet in both the 

medium (claw 0.96 ± 0.04) and short term (liver 0.65± 0.09) at Fiordland NP (Figure 3.5).  

Estimates at Nelson Lakes NP were far less certain with wider posterior distributions and larger standard 

deviations. The width of the probability distributions show the ranges of estimates returned over many 

iterations of the model. Similar to the collagen results (above), mammals at Nelson Lakes NP made up 0.47 

(± 0.14) of stoat diet estimated from claws and 0.28 ± 0.21 from liver (Figure 3.5).  

The range of prey items regularly consumed was broader at Nelson Lakes NP. Claw estimates indicate 

invertebrates (0.18 ±0.09), passerines (0.26 ±0.18) and, notably, skinks (0.33 ± 0.15) all made a substantial 

contribution to stoat diet at Nelson Lakes. In contrast, claw models at Mt Aspiring and Fiordland NP 

suggest stoat diet at these sites was much less diverse, with over 95% of the diet consisting of mammals 

and invertebrates (Mt. Aspiring: mammals 0.20 ± 0.08, invertebrates 0.39 ± 0.09, Fiordland: mammals 0.65 

±0.09, invertebrates & 0.76  ± 0.09; Figure 3.5) The high proportion of skinks eaten at Nelson Lakes NP 

was consistent across all three time periods and all three tissues and reflects the high proportion of skinks 

found in stomach contents at that site.  
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Figure 3.4 Isospace plots showing δ13C & δ15N values of stoats caught in the alpine zone of Nelson Lakes (blue), Mt Aspiring (green) and Fiordland (yellow) National Parks in relation to 
their prey. Black dots/lines show means/standard deviations for prey values, corrected for tissue specific trophic enrichment factors.  Plot A shows liver representing days before the animal’s 
death, Plot B shows claw representing weeks before the animal’s death, and Plot C shows bone collagen, representing months before the animals’ death.  
Note – prey are corrected to consumer (stoat) values in the isospace using tissue specific correction values, see text for these fractionation values . 

A B C
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Figure 3.5 Posterior distributions showing estimated proportional contributions from different prey categories to the diet of 
stoats in the alpine zone of three National Parks. The width of distributions indicates the range of values returned from the 
model. Separate models were run for each site, using stomach contents as informative priors.  
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Factors	affecting	stoat	diet	

Proportions of prey consumed were not significantly related to stoat age, stoat sex or catch altitude for any 

prey category (mammals, invertebrates or passerines), and no interactions between these factors were 

significant (Appendix 4). Dietary proportions differed between the three sites in all three prey categories 

(site models, P ≤ 0.001 in all cases, Appendix 4).  

AIC showed models using the categorical site variable better described the proportions of passerines and 

invertebrates consumed than models using other site-wide variables (i.e. rat or stoat abundance; Table 3.4). 

In describing the proportion of mammals in stoat diet, models using site-wide rat abundance offered the 

most parsimonious description of the data. This result shows that site-wide rat abundance best explained 

the variation in the proportions of mammals in the diet of stoats, compared with stoat abundance or a 

categorical site variable (Table 3.4).  

Table 3.4 Results of beta regression models on the diet of individual stoats in the alpine zone of three National Parks. Effect 
directions are provided for significant continuous variables. Models are ranked with AIC, Δ AIC shows the difference between 
that model’s score and the lowest ranked (preferred) model  

Dependent variable 
 

Predictor variable 
 

Effect direction 
 

z score 
 

ΔAIC 
 

Proportion mammals in 
diet  Site  -  4.88 2.91 

Stoat abundance  negative  5.31 64.2 

Rat abundance positive  4.88 0 

Proportion invertebrates 
in diet Site  - 4.80 0 

Stoat abundance negative 5.20 60.72 

Rat abundance  negative 5.31 67.2 

Proportion passerines in 
diet Site - 4.46 0 

Stoat abundance  positive 4.38 20.69 

none positive n/a 117.33 

Discussion		

Stoat diet, as estimated by stable isotope mixing models, varied across all three study sites and the three 

periods of diet examined. This result indicates that stoat diet in alpine areas is highly flexible and that 
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generalised patterns were not evident in this study. Mammals made the largest contribution to the long-

term diet of stoats at all sites, but this varied from 47% to 92% of the total diet. Estimates from claw 

samples, reflecting a shorter period over spring/summer, suggest a greater reliance on invertebrates during 

this period. This finding provides some support for the hypothesis that stoats eat larger proportions of 

invertebrates, such as wētā, when these are available during periods of warmer temperatures. Higher 

invertebrate consumption is not evident in the estimates provided by the very short-term liver samples, 

reflecting a period of days before an animal’s death. This might indicate a reliance on invertebrates in early 

summer, once temperatures have warmed sufficiently to enable emergence, but before other summer prey 

is available. However, lower sample sizes of liver and the fast turnover of liver samples make these patterns 

susceptible to stochastic variation. Liver results are therefore presented with less confidence that they 

represent general patterns among the wider stoat population.  

The lack of data from one northern site makes examining the effect of latitude on stoat diet difficult. 

However, the low occurrence of mammals in the diet of stoats at Nelson Lakes NP and the high variability 

between my study and previously reported data (Chapter 1) offers little support for the hypothesis that stoat 

diet varies with latitude, particularly in the direction predicted (i.e. that stoats in the northern South Island 

consume a greater proportion of mammals). It is likely that the observed north/south variation noted in 

Chapter 1 instead reflects site-specific or temporal variation.  

Components	of	diet	

Martinoli et al. (2001) showed that fruit made an important contribution to the diet of stoats in the alpine 

zone of Italy, and therefore I included plant material in this study also. Elsewhere in New Zealand stoat 

diet has contained wood, leaves, and fungi (King et al. 2010; Murphy et al. 2008), and both seeds and 

tussock have been noted in samples from the alpine zone (Smith et al. 2008). However, mixing model 

results indicate that plant material did not form a significant proportion of the diet in any of the sites or 

periods in this study. Stoats are generally believed to consume fruit only when ‘very hungry’ (King et al. 

2010). At Nelson Lakes NP, the site without ship rats and with the greatest dietary diversity, plant material 

made a low (0-2%) overall contribution to the metabolic requirements of alpine stoats. The narrow posterior 

distributions and low variation in estimated proportions of plant material consumed by individual stoats 

(Appendix 3) support the conclusion that plant material does not offer a substantial contribution to the diet 

of stoats in New Zealand alpine areas.  

Models estimate that stoats at all sites ate a high proportion of invertebrates in the mid-term (claw 

estimates), but ate almost exclusively to mammals in the short-term estimate (liver estimates, Fig 3.3). Prey 

selection by predators must combine optimum foraging decisions and local prey availability (Krebs & 

Davies 2009). It is likely that stoats adjusted their diet as preferred prey types became more available. It is 
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possible that mammals became increasingly abundant during the study period. Beech forests adjacent to 

the study sites seeded heavily in autumn 2016, causing large increases in ship rat abundance below the 

timberline (DOC unpublished data; King & Moller 1997). It is yet unknown how these irruptions affect 

ship rat density in adjacent alpine areas and this study lacks data on seasonal shifts in availability of prey 

such as ship rats. Heavy seeding of Chionochloa tussock species can lead to large increases in mouse 

abundance in alpine grasslands (Wilson & Lee 2010). Tussock masting likely occurred at all study sites in 

summer 2015/2016 (see: Beech and Tussock Masting) but mouse tracking data were only available at my 

Fiordland NP site, where high mouse tracking was recorded. It is unknown whether mouse abundance at 

my other study sites was similarly high, or how this might have affected stoat diet. Collection of mammal 

abundance data should be prioritised by those seeking to protect threatened species from invasive mammals 

in the alpine zone. 

The high prevalence of skink remains in stoat stomach contents at Nelson Lakes NP will be of concern to 

conservation managers, with one individual stoat containing at least seven individual skinks. The results of 

Stable Isotope Analysis (SIA) from all three time periods indicate this predation pattern was consistent 

throughout the study, and that skinks supplied a significant part of stoats’ total metabolic requirements. In 

the alpine zone of the Kaikoura ranges, skinks were found in 9-20% of stoat scats, despite high abundance 

of alternative prey (Cuthbert et al. 2000). Elsewhere lizards have not been reported in the diet of alpine 

stoats (Smith et al. 2005; Smith et al. 2008), nor do they form a substantial portion of diet in most studies 

(Murphy et al. 1998; Murphy et al. 2008; Murphy et al. 2016; Purdey & King 2004). The two exceptions 

come from inland, sub-alpine systems east of the main divide: lizards remains were found in 9% of stoat 

scats in the Tasman Valley (Dowding et al. 2015) and 20% in non-alpine grasslands near Mt Cook Village 

(King & Moody 1982). While it is uncertain what drives higher skink consumption, skinks are extremely 

rare at my Fiordland NP site (Jo Monks, DOC, personal communication) indicating prey abundance may 

play some part. It is unclear what effect a high level of sustained predation of skinks (at some sites) has on 

the on the persistence of these skink populations. 

The proportion of birds in the diet of stoats was lower than expected at most sites and in most periods, and 

generally lower than reported in Smith et al. (2005). Passerines contributed less than 2% to stoat diet in 

most samples, among the lowest proportions recorded anywhere in New Zealand (King et al. 2010). The 

exception was the Nelson Lakes NP liver and claw estimates, which respectively modelled that 15% and 

26% of stoat diet was passerines. Nelson Lakes NP was the only site in which ship rats were not present 

dring the study period. When alternative prey is scarce in the alpine zone, such as low rat abundance in the 

Borland regions in 2005/06 (Wilson et al. 2006), consumption of passerines can be high (Smith et al. 2005). 

Conversely, at times of high abundance of alternative prey (Hutton’s shearwaters; Puffinus huttoni) in the 

alpine zone of the Kaikoura Ranges, no passerine or passerine egg remains were found in stoats’ stomachs 

(Cuthbert et al. 2000). My data are consistent with this pattern of higher predation consumption of 
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passerines at times and sites when alternative prey is scarce.  

However, stoats are kill and cache predators known to engage in surplus killing (Oksanen et al. 1985). In 

New Zealand, birds are the most commonly cached food items, appearing in nearly twice the proportion of 

food caches than that of scats (Dowding et al. 2015). Therefore, consumption of birds may under-represent 

total predation on birds. Further, even if alpine passerines contribute only a small proportion of stoat diet, 

stoats may still present a substantial risk to their population persistence. Multi-year, multi-site monitoring 

of alpine passerines (rock wrens, Xenicus gilviventris) show that these populations are heavily affected by 

predation by stoats (Weston et al. 2018). 

Does	rat	or	stoat	abundance	explain	stoat	diet?	

Stoats ate proportionately more mammals at sites with more ship rats. Site-wide ship rat abundance was 

positively correlated with mammal consumption by stoats, and AIC ranking showed models using ship rat 

abundance as a predictor variable provided a better explanation of dietary variation than those using stoat 

abundance or site. No data are available on the abundance of other mammalian prey at all study sites, but 

changing mouse abundance does not generally lead to changes in stoat diet (King 1983; Murphy & 

Dowding 1995; White & King 2006). In modelling the functional response of stoats to changing rodent 

abundance, Jones et al. (2011) found that even at very high mouse abundance, the proportion of stoat 

stomachs containing mice did not exceed 0.4. Consumption of rats, however, rose consistently with 

increasing rat abundance and did not reach an asymptote. Even at (theoretical) maximum kill rates, stoats 

would be unable to fulfil daily energetic requirements on mice alone (Jones et al. 2011).  

No ship rats were detected at Nelson Lakes NP in this study, and stoats at this site consumed greater 

proportions of non-mammalian prey. These findings are consistent with the idea that in low-or-zero-rat 

alpine environments in New Zealand, stoats cannot survive on other mammal species alone (e.g. mice) and 

must consume other taxa. This suggests a less per capita predation by stoats of native fauna in periods or 

areas with high ship rat abundance. This finding aligns with experimental evidence in the alpine zone 

showing that predation of wētā declined following the increased availability of mammalian prey (Smith et 

al. 2010). However, while higher rat abundance was strongly correlated with the proportion of passerines 

and invertebrates consumed by stoats, models using site alone performed better than those using rat 

abundance to predict proportion of these prey, indicating other factors may play an important part in 

governing stoat diet at these sites.  

Stoat abundance was a significant variable in explaining the proportions of mammals, invertebrates and 

passerines consumed by stoats in this study. Greater stoat trap-catch at Nelson Lakes NP aligned with a 

lesser proportion of mammals and invertebrates in stoat diet, and greater proportional consumption of 
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passerines. Increased density of conspecific predators are linked with expansions of dietary niches of 

generalist carnivores, and greater individual specialisation in diet (Araújo et al. 2011). Internationally, 

increased density of mustelids can cause increased intraspecific competition for localised prey (Biggins et 

al. 2004; Yamaguchi & Macdonald 2003). However, AIC showed little support for models using stoat 

abundance to best predict stoat diet in any prey category (>10 Δ AIC for all cases). Difficulties in estimating 

abundance of stoats in alpine areas further complicates interpretation of this result (Smith & Weston 2017; 

Chapter 3 - methods).  

The abundance of key prey sources, and to a much lesser extent, intraspecific competition, were important 

factors in the diet of alpine stoats. However, the categorical site variable likely encompasses a complex 

interaction of these components acting in concert together with other factors not recorded in this study (for 

example: abundance of other prey types, climatic effects, habitat) . Further study, with more complete data 

on prey and predator abundances, might tease apart the relative influence of these two factors and form a 

clearer picture of how changes in predator densities affect the per capita consumption of prey.  

Other	factors	affecting	stoat	diet		

Evidence that male and female stoats consume prey types at different proportions (King & Moody 1982) 

was not found in this study. However, differences in prey consumption between sexes in past studies are 

only statistically significant between proportions of mammalian prey, largely mice and ship rats (King & 

Moody 1982; Murphy et al. 2008). Because I ‘lumped’ all mammalian prey into a single prey category, 

such variation would not have been detectable with SIA. There is no evidence that either male or female 

stoats consume greater proportions of native fauna, and thus present a greater threat to threatened species 

in the alpine zone.  

Trap altitude did not have a significant effect on the diet of individual stoats in this study. An underlying 

assumption of my study is that all stoats caught in the alpine zone are permanently resident in this area, 

even those caught at or near the forest edge. Some adult stoats live consistently in the alpine zone during 

summer months, but it is not known whether they remain in the alpine zone over winter (Smith et al. 2007). 

Further work is needed to understand stoat dispersal and immigration patterns. The utilisation of forensic 

techniques such as SIA may prove useful in resolving these questions, e.g. stable isotope ‘labelling’ of 

entire catchments with isotope biomarkers could track the movements and provenance of pest animals . 

These techniques have been successfully applied to animal seed and animal movements (e.g. Carlo et al. 

2009) .  
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Limitations	

Isospace plots (Figure 3.3) show that all stoat tissues were within the range of standard deviations of prey 

dC & dN values, providing an indication that there were no major errors in the TEF values (Chapter 2) 

taken from surrogate species (Fry 2006). However, TEF values are species and tissue specific, and the use 

of surrogates has introduced an unknown amount of uncertainty into these results. Until stoat specific TEF’s 

can be calculate with empirical feeding trials, all results presented here must be treated with caution, as 

indications of diet only. Claw isospace plots show a negative shift in dC at all sites, relative to collagen and 

liver plots (Figure 3.3). These shifts may be the result of error in the claw dC TEF value. The program 

SIDER (Chapter 2) was used to estimate TEF for collagen. The SIDER modelled TEF for stoat claw (not 

used in this study) would provide claw values would be closer to those of collagen and liver in the isospace 

(SIDER claw TEF: dC 1.57, dN 3.66, arctic fox claw TEF: dC 2.19, dN 3.64) and would result in mixing 

model outputs more similar to those from other tissues. Despite this consideration, I had no a priori reason 

to choose this SIDER modelled TEF value for claw and any errors could reasonably be attributed to 

erroneous collagen and liver TEFs instead. Although small (a potential difference of 0.62 ‰), any such an 

error may have influenced mixing model outputs, particularly in how the model separates invertebrates and 

mammals along the dC axis (Figure 3.3). Several other factors can also influence the expression of dC and 

dN isotopes, including age, sex, dietary lipid content and environmental stress (Bearhop et al. 2015; Karlson 

et al. 2018; Gorokhova 2017). While regressions indicate no effect of age or sex on dietary estimates, the 

wider variation could have masked any smaller effects on dC and dN values. A full discussion of these 

factors is provided in Chapter 5.  

The high proportion of juvenile stoats in the sample is likely to have had an effect on the isotope results 

presented here. The earliest stoats caught, in December trap-checks, were likely less than three months old 

(Grue & King 1984). This may have led to estimates from claw and collagen models acting as non-

independent samples, representing the same time periods in the earliest caught juvenile stoats. While the 

timing of stoat breeding (and thus juvenile cohort dispersal) varies with latitude (Purdey & King 2004), 

catch date was not a significant predictor of diet in beta regression models. However, the frequency of trap 

checks (which varied between sites, with up to four months between checks) confounds proper examination 

of catch date and stoat age on diet and dietary estimates. Enriched dN values have been noted in some 

studies of nursing or young mammals (Hobson et al. 1997; Hobson et al. 2000). Offspring can appear one 

trophic position above their true position due to a reliance on protein derived from maternal tissue (Fuller 

et al. 2006). While examination of age class (juvenile or adult) was limited by a small sample size of adults, 

the age (in days) of juvenile stoats had no detectable effects on diet, and all stoat values fell within the prey 

isospace expected for their trophic position. These results indicate that a nursing effect was unlikely to have 

affected dN results in this study. 
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Conclusions		

The utilisation of SIA has enabled the first study of alpine stoat diet incorporating meaningful spatial and 

temporal variation. These data suggest that stoat diet in alpine areas is highly variable across both time and 

space. This finding highlights the need to treat all estimates of stoat diet (and those of stoat density, 

abundance etc.) as snapshots of a dynamic and ever-changing environment, in which predator and prey 

abundance may be more meaningful indicators of predation risk rather than geographic delineations. 

Mammals formed the largest proportion of stoat diet in long-term estimates, but the mid-term (spring and 

summer) estimates indicate a greater reliance on invertebrates. Both stoat and ship rat abundance were 

significant variables in explaining the proportion of mammals likely consumed; the higher stoat trap-catch 

and lack of ship rats at one site coincided with a far greater range of prey being regularly consumed. Despite 

this finding, site effects explained the proportions of passerines and invertebrates in the diet better than the 

abundance of rats or stoats at each site. Catch altitude was not a suitable proxy for mammal abundance in 

this study and did not correlate with the proportions of either mammalian or non-mammalian prey 

consumed. If stoats’ consumption of indigenous prey depends strongly on ship rat abundance, then 

conservation managers should be aware that declines in rat density could cause sudden and marked 

increases in the per capita rate at which stoats consume non-mammal fauna such as passerines and 

invertebrates. Intraspecific competition had a lesser effect on diet in this study, but measurement of its 

effects is complicated by difficulty measuring stoat abundance in alpine areas. Regular monitoring of small 

mammal abundance in the alpine zone should be prioritised by conservation managers to inform periods 

when stoats consume greater proportions of non-mammalian prey. This could enable increased predator 

control to be deployed promptly in response to increases in per-capita rates of predation on native species. 
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Chapter Four: 

Between-individual specialisation in the diet of 

stoats 

 

Female tomtit in the Harris Basin, Mt Aspiring National Park.  

Photo: Jamie McAulay  
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Introduction	

Threats posed by alien invasive species are a leading cause of global biodiversity decline (Clavero & 

García-Berthou 2005). In island archipelagos such as New Zealand, introduced predators prey heavily on 

endemic fauna that have evolved without natural responses to mammalian predators (Blackburn et al. 

2004). Control of invasive species, particularly small mammalian predators, is now a mainstay of island 

conservation, in which extensive trapping, shooting and baiting operations are used to reduce predator 

numbers for the benefit of native fauna (Russell et al. 2016).  

The chance of an animal being preyed upon is a function of the numeric and behavioural responses of the 

predator to its environment, i.e. the number of predators present and their per capita consumption of that 

prey type (Murphy et al. 1998). Current management of small invasive mammals typically works on the 

assumption that predator diet varies little between individuals of a species. Thus it assumes any reduction 

in predator numbers is equally effective in the protection of prey species, regardless of which individual 

predators are removed (Moseby et al. 2015). 

However, significant diet variation and niche partitioning can occur between individuals of a species 

(Sargeant 2007). This between-individual (intraspecific) variation can be driven by biological factors (e.g. 

habitat, size or social factors such as matrilineal learning), genetic factors, ‘personality’ (Bolnick et al. 

2011), or stochastic variation in prey encounter rates or individual skill acquisition (Tinker et al. 2009). 

Even in generalist species, significant differences between individuals have been demonstrated where 

‘individual specialists’ act within a generalist niche (Franco-Trecu et al. 2014; Swan et al. 2017; Estes et 

al. 2016; Murray & Wolf 2013). Predator profiling is the identification of a small number of individual 

predators responsible for a disproportionate amount of damage to livestock.  Such profiling has frequently 

been demonstrated in larger top-order predators, such as lynx (Lynx lynx; Breitenmoser & Haller 1993), 

bears (Ursus spp; Hopkins et al. 2012), and coyotes (Canis latrans; Jaeger et al. 2001). Targeted 

management of these ‘problem individuals’ has, in some instances, led to improved outcomes in human-

wildlife or livestock-wildlife conflict scenarios (Swan et al. 2017).  

Many of the above studies rely on labour-intensive direct observation of individuals, but novel tools are 

expanding our ability to examine diets of whole populations of predators. Stable Isotope Analysis offers 

the potential to for comparison of the ‘isotopic niche’ between and within individuals, populations and 

communities using natural biochemical markers (Layman et al. 2015). Conservationists have used these 

tools to study niche width and individual specialisation by predators, including alien invasive species 

(Shiels et al. 2013). 

Between-individual variation in the diet of introduced predators has long been discussed in New Zealand 
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regarding the variation in predation rates of native fauna by introduced predators. Chapter 1 provides 

background to this concept, accounts of episodic predation, and applications of how between-individual 

specialisation could be incorporated into the management of small invasive mammals. 

Of New Zealand’s introduced predators, stoats may be best-suited for the study of between-individual 

specialisation. Stoats were released in New Zealand in the 1880s in an effort to control rabbit populations, 

but quickly became significant predators of native wildlife across many habitats (King 2017). Stoats show 

extreme flexibility in diet (Murphy et al. 2016) and plasticity to adapt to exploit novel food sources (King 

& Powell 2011). In the wet alpine ecosystems of New Zealand, stoats are thought to act as top order 

carnivores due to low feral cat abundance. Flexibility and plasticity of diet and top order carnivory are 

common factors in species with high levels of between-individual specialisation (Bolnick et al. 2003). The 

types and quantities of prey taken by stoats have been shown to vary between sex and age class (Powell & 

King 1997), but no research has yet explored diet specialisation by individual stoats, either in New Zealand 

or elsewhere. Recent evidence suggests matrilineal learning plays a role in hunting  In addition to 

developing our knowledge of small mammal ecology, understanding between-individual diet variation has 

practical application for the development of conservation management tools. Targeting of problem 

individuals (or ‘predator profiling’), trap design and layout, baiting schedules and modelling of predator 

effects could all be influenced by between-individual variation in the types of prey regularly taken by stoats. 

I aimed to quantify the extent of variation between diets of individual stoats, and predicted that significant 

inter-individual specialisation exists within the generalist population of stoats. 

Methods	 		

This study was conducted in the alpine zone (above the natural timberline) of four National Parks along 

the length of the South Island of New Zealand: Kahurangi and Nelson Lakes National Parks in the northern 

South Island, and Mt Aspiring and Fiordland National Parks in the south (Figure 3.1). Sites range from 750 

to 2053 meters above sea level (masl), and are a mix of alpine grasslands, sub-alpine scrub, rock, scree, 

herb and cushion field vegetation, located above large tracts of beech forest (Nothofagaceae). Each site has 

an existing network of mustelid kill-traps run by the Department of Conservation (DOC) and/or local 

community groups for the protection of alpine fauna. Trapping effort and intensity vary between each site: 

Study sites and collection of stoat tissues are previously described in Chapter 3: Methods 

Selection	and	preparation	of	stoat	tissue		

I selected five stoat tissue types for analysis based on information available on turnover speeds of these 

tissues (and therefore the spread of time periods represented) reported in Chapter 2. As diets tend to vary 

across short time periods, utilising tissues which reflect unique periods of the diet helps to ascertain the 
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true niche occupied (Bearhop et al. 2004). Liver is a fast-turnover tissue representing average diet in the 

days before an animal’s death, whereas bone collagen has very slow turnover, averaging diet over many 

months (Dalerum & Angerbjörn 2005). Inert tissues such as claw, fur, and whisker do not turn over and 

represent the fixed isotopic composition of diet during growth of that keratin. Stoat guard hairs in the 

summer pelage are grown in a 6-week period from October to December (King et al. 2010). Vibrissae 

(whisker) growth periods are less well defined and a homogenised sample likely represents averaged values 

over the 6-19 weeks before an animal’s death (Chapter 2). Claw growth in mammals is linear, and hence 

the proximal edge of a stoat claw represents growth in the weeks before the animal’s death (Chapter 2). 

These different tissues provide a spread of representative time frames in order to optimise dietary niche 

estimates. Preparation of fur, claw and collagen are described in Chapter 3: Methods. A full appraisal of 

all tissues available for analysis is given in Chapter 2.  

Fur	

A sample of guard hair fur was removed from the upper dorsal area of each stoat, just below the head. This 

area is the first to gain new hairs in the spring moult, and the last to gain new growth in autumn (King & 

Moody 1982). Selection of these hairs maximises the chance samples represent the period of growth of the 

summer pelage (August to December). Fur was cleaned by removing visible contaminants and washing 

three times in 1.5 ml of 2:1 chloroform:methonol solution in an ultrasonic water bath. Fur was then dried 

and cut into fine segments (<1 mm) and mixed to homogenise. 

Whisker		

I removed all posterior vibrissae (whiskers) from each stoat carcass and cleaned them by removing visible 

contaminants and washing three times in 1.5 ml of 2:1 chloroform:methonol solution in an ultrasonic 

waterbath. I excluded the root and a 12 mm section at the whisker base (proximal tip) to exclude the most 

recently grown tissue, thereby minimising overlap in time periods represented by various tissues. I cut them 

into fine segments (<1mm) to form a homogenised pool.  

All samples were processed at the IRMS laboratory at Otago University. This process is described in 

Chapter 3: Methods.  

Analysis	of	niche	sizes	and	specialisation	

There are various metrics and indices to measure resource specialisation, each yielding similar, but not 

identical, values (Bolnick et al. 2002). Newer, more complex methods (e.g. Ingram et al. 2018) combine 

multiple data sources in multidimensional space to allow closer examination of niche overlaps and 

community structure to examine ecological and evolutionary trajectories. For this study I have chosen to 

use Roughgarden’s (1972) definitions of TNW = BIC+WIC, as developed in (Bolnick et al. 2002). This 
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approach combines the variation within each individual (the within individual component, or WIC) with 

the variation between individuals (between individual component, or BIC) to provide the total niche width 

(TNW). The proportion of the niche used by each individual is then calculated by dividing by the 

WIC/TNW (Bolnick et al. 2002). I believe this approach provides the most intuitive description of 

specialisation, ensuring findings are easily accessible to those non-specialists in the field of niche ecology, 

and  allowing clear comparison to a full range of other studies (Bolnick et al. 2003). This method assumes 

that resource use distribution is normal throughout each study area. This assumption might not be correct 

for stoats in alpine areas; the 40% ellipse area technique (below) excludes extreme values and will lessen 

the influence of non-normal distribution on niche width estimates. 

I quantified isotopic niches using the 40% Standard Ellipse Area (SEA) method (Newsome et al. 2007) 

using the package SIBER (Stable Isotope Bayesian Ellipses in R; Jackson et al. 2011) in program R (R 

Core Team 2017). Utilising 40% of isotopic data provides robust estimates of isotopic niche for direct 

comparison between variable sample sizes and excludes extreme values that may distort a total niche area 

(Jackson et al. 2011). For comparison I also calculated the Total Area (TA); the area (in ‰2 ) delimited by 

all values in the group, however these are of less value than the 40% ellipse. As more values are added the 

Total Area can only get bigger, whereas a 40% ellipse area will be remain sensitive the distribution of all 

points. To reduce potential bias from small sample size, I applied a sample size correction in SIBER, giving 

SEA. 

 I created two sets of ellipses. The first set show the isotopic niche of the population of stoats, at each site 

(the BIC). Using the above method, I input all δ13C and δ15N values from all tissues of all stoats at each site 

to give one ellipse per population of stoats studied (Figure 4.1).  Next, I created individual ellipses to 

measure  variation in isotopic niche size within individuals (WIC).  I used δ13C and δ15N values from all 

available tissues from each individual stoat to build these individual ellipses (Appendix 5).   

To assess differences between ellipses of populations or individuals, I fitted Bayesian multivariate normal 

distributions to the data, allowing the posterior distributions of covariance matrix for each group (ellipse) 

to be compared (SEAB). Fitting via the JAGS method, I used two chains of 10,000 iterations, discarding 

the first 1000 (burn-in). SIBER fits ellipses using an Inverse Wishart prior on the covariance matrix Sigma 

and a vague normal prior on the group means (Parnell et al. 2013).  

Factors	influencing	niche	expression	

I used one-way ANOVAs (Analysis of Variance) to test effects of age and sex on the expression of 

individual isotopic niches using the individual SEAc estimates (WIC) as the dependent variable. ANOVAs  

were also used to test whether the number of tissues utilised to form an ellipse had a significant effect on 
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the size of individual SEAc. The timeframes represented by different tissues vary, and not all ellipses 

included the same tissue types. To test whether the inclusion/exclusion of some tissues affected the size of 

individual SEAc estimates I conducted on way ANOVAs. Using presence of each of the five tissue types 

as a two-level factor acting as an independent variable, and SEAc as the dependent variable. Analyses were 

conducted in the CAR package (Fox & Weisberg 2011) in program R (R Core Team 2017) with a 

significance level of P <0.05.  

Results		

Samples	returned	

Trappers returned 51 stoat carcasses suitable for use in these analyses. Of these, eight were adults, 43 

juveniles, and four unknown (teeth either missing or could not be assessed). Only two stoats were caught 

in Kahurangi NP, where the widespread aerial application of the toxin sodium fluoroacetate (1080) in 

November 2016 is believed to have killed most of the stoat population (personal communication, Ivan 

Rogers, DOC); the site was therefore excluded from further analyses. Degradation of carcasses varied from 

‘fresh’ to ‘advanced decay/liquefaction’ (Gennard 2012), affecting the state of liver tissue and the presence 

of whiskers & claws within some samples. A total of 51 claw, 50 collagen, 51 fur, 28 liver and 43 whisker 

samples were analysed. Rat abundance at Mt Aspiring NP was 0.007 and Fiordland NP 0.157 (c/100TN); 

no rats were caught at Nelson Lakes NP during the study period. Stoat trap-catch was high at Nelson Lakes 

(0.079) compared to Mt Aspiring (0.029) and Fiordland (0.031). Table 4.1 provides niches metrics for 

populations at each site, along with a breakdown of sex ratios of stoats caught 
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Table 4.1. Sample sizes and isotopic niche metrics (± standard deviations) for stoats caught in the alpine zone of Nelson 
Lakes, Mt Aspiring and Fiordland National Parks (NP). Mean individual niche size (WIC) was calculated using SEAc values 
from 40% individual standard ellipses, using computer program SIBER (Jackson et al. 2011). Population niche size (BIC) 
represents the niche size of the total population at each site, using the same method.  Niche use is calculated as the 
proportion of the total niche width used by each individual, or WIC/TNW.  

1	

 

                                                   
1 TA measures the total area of isospace contained by a maximum convex polygon around all datapoints in the set. 
SEA measures the area contained in a elipse around 40% of all datapoints in the set. This is less sensitve to extreme 
values and allows for differing sample sizes.  

 

Nelson Lakes NP Mt Aspiring NP Fiordland NP      

 

Number of stoats 
(Female/Male/Unknown) 14 (7/7/0) 17 (7/9/1) 20 (7/11/2)  

Sample size per tissue 
claw-collagen-fur-whisker-liver 14-14-13-12-7 16-17-17-14-5 19-19-20-17-14 

 

Mean Total Area of individual 
niche (‰2) (mean TA) 2.1 (± 1.7) 1.3 (± 1.0) 1.4 (± 0.9) 

 

Mean individual niche size (‰2) 
(mean SEA) 2.1 (± 1.6) 1.5 (± 1.0) 1.8 (± 0.7) 

 

Mean individual niche size - 
corrected (‰2) (mean WIC) 3.0 (± 2.0) 2.2 (± 1.5) 1.4 (± 0.9) 

 

Population niche size (‰2) 
(BIC) 5.3 3.1 2.8  

Mean proportion of individual 
niche use (WIC/TNW) 0.4 (± 0.3) 0.4 (± 0.3) 0.5 (± 0.2) 
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Figure 4.1 Isotopic dietary niche sizes of three populations of stoats caught in the alpine zone of Nelson Lakes (blue), Mt Aspiring (green) and Fiordland (red) National Parks. Each coloured dot 
represents one tissue sample (claw, collagen, liver, whisker or fur tissue), solid lines show convex hulls of total area (TA) of each population, coloured ellipses show 40% Standard Ellipse Areas 
corrected for small sample size (SEAc). SEAc measures the within individual component (WIC) niche expression  using package SIBER in R. δ13C and δ15N values in units per mil (‰). For areas of 
TA, and SEAc see Table 4.1. 
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Population	niches		

The isotopic niche utilised by stoats at Nelson Lakes NP was substantially larger (5.3 ‰2) than at either 

Mt Aspiring NP (3.1 ‰2) or Fiordland NP (2.8 ‰2) (Table 4.1, Figure 4.1). In addition to the BIC (40 

% ellipse of all points), the posterior distributions of Bayesian simulations (SEAB) also show that the 

population niche at Nelson Lakes NP was far greater than the two other sites (Figure 4.2). The size of 

the niche exploited by a population of stoats was inversely related to rat abundance (c/100TN) at each 

site (Figure 4.2). 

 

 

Figure 4.2 The size of the isotopic niche of three populations of stoats in comparison to the abundance of ship rats at each 
site. Density plots show Bayesian Standard Ellipse Areas (SEAB) of niches with 95, 75 & 50% quartiles (grey boxes) and 
means (black dots) of the range of values returned from the model. Red crosses show non-Bayesian SEAc estimate. Ship rat 
abundance measured in catch per 100 trap nights corrected for spring traps, shown on a Log10  scale.  
 

Individual	niches	and	specialisation	

The WIC of isotopic niche variation followed the same pattern as population niches, with individual 

stoats at Nelson Lakes NP occupying a larger isotopic niches (mean SEAc 3.00 ‰2 ± 2.0, Table 4.1) 

than stoats at the other sites. However, the niche-use metric reveals that stoats at Nelson Lakes NP did 

not use a larger proportion of the population total niche (WIC/TNW = 0.4 ±.3) compared with stoats at 

Mt Aspiring and Fiordland NPs (0.4 ± 0.3 and 0.5 ± 0.2, respectively) (Table 4.1). The median, upper 

quartile and lower quartile of proportional niche used by individual by stoats was lower at Nelson Lakes 

National Park than other sites (Figure 4.3) 
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Other	factors	affecting	niche	size	

There were no statistically significant effects of stoat age or sex on the size of niche occupied (SEAc) 

in one-way ANOVA’s [Age: F(3, 47) = 1.42  p =  0.25; Sex: F(2, 48) = 0.10, p =  0.89]. Likewise, 

neither the number of tissues included in each ellipse, nor the inclusion of any one of these tissues, was 

a significant predictor of SEAc. Appendix 7 contains the full results from one-way ANOVA models.  

 

Figure 4. 3 Boxplots showing distributions of the individual specialisation/niche use metric of individual stoats caught in the 
alpine zone of Nelson Lakes, Mt Aspiring and Fiordland National Parks. Calculated as each individual stoats niche use 
(WIC) as a proportion of the true niche width (TNW), at each site. Median (dark line), upper and lower quartile values (box), 
95% intervals (whiskers) and extreme values (dots).  

	

Discussion		 	 	

Despite the population of stoats at Nelson Lakes NP having a far broader isotopic niche than those at 

other sites, individual stoats at Nelson Lakes NP did not have a more generalist diet, according to 

isotopic niche width analysis.  The isotopic niche exploited by the stoat population at Nelson Lakes NP 

(the between-individual component) was 2.2–2.5 ‰2 greater than other sites. While the mean isotopic 

niche of individual stoats (the within individual component) was also larger at Nelson Lakes NP, the 

proportion of the population niche utilised by most stoats was no larger at Nelson Lakes than at other 

sites. These results in part support my hypothesis that stoats may act as individual specialists within a 
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generalist population niche.  

Why	do	the	population	niche	sizes	vary?	

Ecological niches use can be driven by a variety of factors including variable predator density (between-

species or within-species competition), and resource availability (such as the abundance of prey) (Chase 

& Leibold 2003). Examining resource availability as a possible driver of niche width is constrained by 

limited data on prey abundance at these sites. Data are available for ship rats (Rattus rattus), an important 

prey species for stoats. The inverse relationship between ship rat abundance and population niche size 

at each site supports previous evidence of the importance of rats to stoat diet (Jones et al. 2011; Murphy 

et al. 2008). Chapter 3 indicates that both the abundance of ship rats and the abundance of stoats were 

significant factors explaining the proportions of all prey consumed by stoats at these site; greater ship 

rat abundance aligned with greater a proportion of small mammals being modelled as consumed by 

stoats at these sites. Likewise, in this chapter, sites with higher rat abundance (and hence higher small 

mammal consumption, Chapter 3) population niches were smaller, and a smaller range of prey appeared 

to be at risk of regular predation by stoats. These results are consistent with practitioner knowledge from 

managing stoats in alpine areas. For example, in managing takahē (Porphyrio hochstetteri), Department 

of Conservation deploy extra trapping effort during the decline phase of a rodent plague, when takahē 

are perceived to be at greater risk of predation by stoats (Jason van de Wetering, DOC, personal 

communication). 

Other research also suggests that prey consumption in the alpine zone is linked to resource abundance. 

In a 12-day food-addition experiment in Fiordland National Park, stoats functionally responded to extra 

resources, switching to the newly available food source (frozen rabbit Oryctolagus cuniculus) and 

reducing their intake of hares and wētā (Smith et al. 2010). This experimental evidence shows short-

term constriction of niche use as a more optimum resource becomes available. No rats were detected 

during the study period of that experiment.  

While no data are available on the abundance of alpine mice (Mus musculus) at my study sites, moderate 

to high mouse numbers are not believed to elicit a change in the per capita consumption of different 

prey by stoats. Although stoats showed a numerical response through a mouse plague (due to a larger 

cohort of young stoats) there was no change in per capita prey consumption (King 1983). Murphy et al. 

(2008) showed a similar effect in mixed podocarp forest in South Westland. Increases in mouse tracking 

rates were not related to the diet of stoats, but increases in rat (Rattus spp) tracking aligned with greater 

rat consumption and lower consumption of other prey types. These patterns could be due to marginal 

bioenergetic benefits of hunting mice, compared with other small mammals (Raymond et al. 1990).  

Intraspecific competition can also significantly affect the size of dietary niches exploited by predators 
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(Bolnick et al. 2011) and lead to increased individual specialisation within the niche (Holbrook & 

Schmitt 1992). The sizes of isotopic population niches were proportional to the stoat trap-catch at each 

of my study sites. However, the cryptic biology and large widths of stoat home ranges complicate 

measures of stoat abundance in alpine areas (Smith & Weston 2017). Density of stoat traps and 

geographic layout at my study sites varied greatly, further complicating the use of stoat trapcatch as a 

measure of stoat abundance. Hence, effects of intraspecific competition should be interpreted with some 

caution. Beta regressions and AIC models in Chapter 3 suggest rat abundance and site level variation 

are more meaningful explanatory variables when compared to stoat abundance, but that intraspecific 

competition is a factor in the proportions of prey consumed by stoats. The differences in niche size 

between sites in this study are likely an interaction of both these factors. The relatively few rats and 

relatively many stoats at Nelson Lakes NP aligned with a large population niche and high level of 

individual specialisation in the diet of stoats. Conversely at Fiordland NP, with high rat abundance and 

fewer stoats than other sites, the dietary niche remained small and concentrated on the energetically 

rewarding mammalian prey. 

This research may have implications for conservation managers attempting to predict periods during 

which stoats consume a greater proportion of threatened alpine species, related to fluctuating small 

mammal abundances. These data suggest that the range of species regularly preyed by stoats varies 

spatially and, perhaps, temporally. The range of species at risk is likely driven by an interaction between 

density of stoats and abundance of preferred mammalian prey. In the New Zealand alpine zone managers 

should expect that non-mammal fauna (including many threatened species) will form a greater 

proportion of stoat diet in periods or regions of low ship rat abundance. This relationship demonstrates 

the importance of considering both numerical and functional factors when assessing risks posed by 

invasive species.  

	

Why	do	individuals	not	consume	a	wider	range	of	prey?		

These results suggest that despite the wide ecological niche exploited by stoats at Nelson Lakes NP, the 

proportions of this niche used by individual stoats at that site was no larger than elsewhere; stoats at that 

site acted as individual specialists within a generalist niche. Individuals that specialise on one prey 

‘strategy’ may form more effective search images and optimise their foraging success, giving them an 

advantage over individual generalists (Bolnick et al. 2003). Such foraging ‘trade-offs’, targeting a 

limited number of prey types with greater success, may be driven by a number of factors including 

limited prey recognition, learned behaviour, forager physiology, social status or microhabitat selection 

(reviewed in Bolnick et al. 2011).  

Matrilineal and social learning drive between-individual diet variation in some mammal species (Tinker 
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et al. 2009). Stoat kits learn to hunt in family groups before becoming independent of their mother (King 

et al. 2010). Little et al. (2017) showed video evidence of four stoats visiting the nest of an alpine 

passerine, entering and exiting repeatedly. Given the timing and close proximity of the stoats to one 

another, they propose this was a party of young stoats learning to hunt and suggested that such social 

learning may lead to uneven predation pressure not related to stoat density at a larger scale. My data 

support this hypothesis of individual specialisation in the diet of alpine stoats.  

Within their native range, stoats have evolved to exploit short term population expansions of rodents 

such as rats (Rattus spp.) and lemmings/voles (Arvicolinae) (King et al. 2010). As this core resource 

diminishes, the ability to expand the dietary niche and specialise on different taxa may be an evolved 

strategy to prolong survival of a declining population. Further study of stoat diet in relation to numeric 

fluctuations in alpine stoat and rodent populations following beech (Nothofagaceae) and tussock 

(Chionochloa spp) masting events would assist in assessing whether stoats’ niche expansion is linked 

to fluctuating predator and prey densities.  

Variation in an individual’s foraging strategy might explain the variable success of stoat trapping 

operations to protect threatened species. The removal of one individual stoat may have a different effect 

(on the survival of threatened species) to the removal of another, if the two stoats specialise in different 

areas of the niche. Department of Conservation staff at Nelson Lakes NP report that nests of kea (alpine 

parrots; Nestor notabilis) failed due to stoat predation despite being surrounded by a ‘ring of steel’, a 

network of 12 to 18 stoat traps covering the approximately 4 hectares around each nest.  

Limitations	and	other	factors	affecting	niche	widths		

Overlap in turnover and growth periods of tissues can cause some data points to not be fully independent 

of one another, reducing the diversity of unique dietary periods used to form niche estimates. This 

problem was minimised in this study by utilising inert tissues with unique growth periods where 

possible, but some overlap of turnover and growth remained. Periods directly before the animal’s death 

are represented in multiple tissues and are therefore somewhat duplicated. 

Several factors affect the rate at which isotopes are metabolised or assimilated into tissue from the diet 

(Bearhop et al. 2015). These include tissue type, age, sex and growth rate. Age and sex were not 

significant predictors of the proportion of total niche used by individuals in this study, nor did inclusion 

of any specific tissue type have significant effects on niche size. The level of decomposition of carcasses 

meant no meaningful biometrics (e.g. length, weight) could be included, and the effect of variable stoat 

growth rate on the isotopic results is therefore unknown.  

Two recent studies found that niche widths can be significantly affected by severe nutritional stress 
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(Karlson et al. 2018; Gorokhova 2017). Karlson et al. (2018) showed SEAc increased by 40-110% in 

amphipods Monoporeia affinis under nutritional stress and decreased in those fed a high-quality diet. 

There is no published experimental work examining factors affecting the expression of SEAc in multi-

tissue studies, or examining this effect in mammals. Lack of important prey, such as rats, could cause 

nutritional stress leading to biased estimates of SEAc in this study: an over-estimation at sites without 

rats and an under-estimation at those with rats. It is possible that the 170-189% difference in SEAc 

between sites in my study was caused, or augmented, by nutritional stress. Periods of resource limitation 

causing dietary stress could stem from fluctuating stoat and ship rat abundance in the alpine zone. 

However, given the long turnover period of bone collagen and lack of effects of age or tissue on SEAc 

estimates, I believe it unlikely that extreme nutritional stress caused the difference in niche sizes 

observed in this study.  

While unusual individuals may have inflated the Total Area (TA) in niche estimates the use of 40% 

Stable Ellipse Areas, which do not incorporate extreme values in niche size estimates, gives us 

confidence that few stoats are not skewing the population niche estimate at one site. Likewise, the 

boxplots in Figure 4 exclude outlier points from individual niches to ensure any individuals with 

unusually large or small niches do not skew results. However, given the small sample size at each site 

and very high number of juveniles  in the sample, it is plausible that one large cohort of related juveniles 

could have biased results at any site. Given the proposed matrilineal learning pathway in stoats acquiring 

hunting skills (Little et al. 2017) and the fact that, in post beech mast years (such as during the study 

period), stoats may produce litters of up to 13 young (King et al. 2010), differences observed might have 

been caused by relatedness among individuals and shared learning experiences. Future studies of species 

with large litters and suspected matrilineal learning should consider analyising genetic relatability as a 

potential confounding factor.  

Implications	for	landscape	style	management	

This study suggests that in landscape-level predator control programmes, the widespread assumption 

that removal of any one individual will be of equal benefit to native wildlife is not always justified. 

These results indicate that between-individual specialisation can occur and will affect how we manage 

invasive species in some settings. While further research is needed to understand the drivers behind such 

variation and the temporal plasticity of individual foraging preferences, this information should 

influence how we manage this invasive species, particularly in an alpine setting. Models that anticipate 

the effect of introduced predators should incorporate between-individual variation in the diet of alpine 

stoats, and hence their potentially variable effects on native prey. Monitoring threatened species 

outcomes (e.g. survival or nesting success) for one native species in response to stoat control should not 

assume that the same benefits accrue to other sensitive species in the area. 
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The variability in the size of the population niche at my three sites highlights the variable per capita 

rates that stoats may prey on threatened taxa in different areas of the alpine zone. Many factors differed 

across the three sites, including ship rat abundance, stoat abundance, altitude, latitude and timing of 

mass seeding events. While it is unknown what drives expansion in niche width in alpine stoats, 

conservation managers should be aware of both numerical and functional responses of predators, 

particularly top-order predators with flexible diets, such as stoats.  

A high level of individual specialisation in a low mammal environment might affect capture probability 

of stoats in some settings and could explain the variable response of stoats to trapping operations 

(Robertson et al. 2016). Individual specialisation could explain the difficulty in eradicating stoats from 

islands where optimum mammalian prey are absent, such as rat-free Maud or Secretary Islands 

(Crouchley 1994; Edge et al. 2011). This suggests a multi-method approach may increase the success 

of such operations. While all stoats in this study were attracted to, and killed in, DOC 200 and DOC 150 

traps, the capture probability of individual specialists may differ between individuals with unique 

foraging preferences. Incorporating a selection of trap designs and bait types within trapping networks 

could increase the probability of capture of stoats with more specialised foraging preferences.  

Similarly, variation in trapping lures could achieve greater outcomes by targeting specialists within the 

niche. For example, sonic lures of nestling bird recordings or olfactory lures might target individuals 

that have learned to specialise on this prey type. Further research into the optimum niche of alpine stoats 

could highlight optimum prey, and hence bait items, central to the preferred niche of stoats.
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Chapter Five:  

General Discussion 

 

 

 

Volunteers Lucie Machin and Janet Musker looking out over a trapping network in the St Arnaud Range, 

Nelson Lakes National Park.  

Photo: Jamie McAulay
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Summary	of	findings	

My research has applied temporal and spatial replication to the study of stoat diet in the New Zealand 

alpine zone. The aim was to provide conservation managers with information about factors affecting 

stoat diets in the alpine zone, and contribute to improved estimates of risk to alpine fauna from predation 

by stoats, across different settings (see below). I assessed how the diet of stoats in alpine areas varies 

across time and space, and examined the effect of sex, age, altitude, stoat and ship rat abundance and 

site on diet (Chapter 3). The model indicated the proportions of prey consumed were highly variable 

between time periods and sites, but that mammals made the largest contribution to stoat diet at all sites 

in the long-term. The results suggest little support for a latitudinal variation hypothesis; stoats at Nelson 

Lakes NP showed a different dietary pattern to that previously observed at Kahurangi NP (Chapter 1), 

while at southern sites Mt Aspiring and Fiordland NPs diets were similar to those previously recorded 

in the north (see map in Figure 3.1).  

I hypothesised that catch altitude would act as a proxy for ship rat presence and hence, availability to 

stoat diet. However, catch altitude was not a significant predictor of the diet of individual stoats. Results 

at all sites indicated support for the hypothesis that stoats eat more invertebrates during the summer 

months when these are more available, but no such result was apparent for passerines, which made a 

very small contribution to overall diet. 

Neither age nor sex were significant drivers of modelled dietary variation, but the abundance of ship 

rats was a significant predictor of the proportion of mammals in the modelled diet of stoats. These data 

appear consistent with other studies showing stoats prey on more rats when these are more abundant, 

and that rats can make a considerable contribution to the metabolic requirements of stoats (Jones et al. 

2011). Stoat abundance was also significantly related to the proportions of prey types consumed, 

indicating interspecific competition had some effect on diet. Specifically, results suggest that stoats ate 

a significantly larger proportion of passerines at sites with higher stoat abundance. However, using trap 

catch to compare stoat densities between sites is problematic, and this result is presented with some 

caution. Compared with both ship rat and stoat abundance, site was a better predictor of the proportion 

of passerines and invertebrates in the diet. This indicates there are greater sources of variation between 

sites that remain yet unexplained by the data collected in this study. 

The isotopic dietary niche exploited by the population of stoats at Nelson Lakes NP was far larger than 

that at other sites, yet isotopic niches of individual stoats suggest individual stoats at Nelson Lakes NP 

were not more generalised in their diet. This suggests a population of individual specialists acting in 

different parts of a large generalist niche. Age and sex were not related to individual niche use, but both 

estimates of overall population niche sizes (SEAB and SEAc, Chapter 4) were inversely proportional to 

ship rat abundance at each site. The abundance of stoats at each site also correlated with modelled 
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population niche sizes. The range of taxa regularly preyed on by stoats in the alpine zone is likely 

influenced by both intraspecific competition and abundance of preferred prey items.  

The age profiles of stoats at these three sites (Figure 3.3) contrasted strongly with previous evidence 

from alpine areas. Of the 51 known age stoats in this study, 43 were juveniles (84%), and just two were 

older than two years (4%). This allows some insight into stoat population dynamics in alpine grasslands 

in response to ecological drivers, but could have presented a strong age bias into the results reported 

here.   

Is	Stable	Isotope	Analysis	a	suitable	method	to	study	the	diet	and	feeding	behaviour	of	

stoats	in	New	Zealand?	

In Chapter 2 I presented an appraisal of Stable Isotope Analysis (SIA) as a method for studying stoats 

and their diet. Despite promising indications, it remained uncertain if SIA could be applied to 

satisfactorily answer my research questions, within the limitations of the technique. Chapters 3 and 4 

describe results of SIA and provide answers to the research questions posed. But how reliable are these 

results and conclusions? 

Specifically, prior to this study it was unknown whether the isotopic signatures of stoat prey items in 

alpine areas would be sufficiently different to allow examination of them as unique groupings. The 

standard deviations of dC and dN ratios from prey in Chapter 3 (Figure 3.4) and results from K-nearest 

neighbour tests show that groupings are well separated in the isospace, allowing assessment of 

independent prey categories. This is true even among widely grouped taxa such as ‘passerines’ and 

‘mammals’, which encompass species across functional groups (e.g. herbivorous hares and omnivorous 

rats). The use of informative Bayesian priors helped return relatively narrow posterior distributions 

(ranges of estimates returned from many iterations of the model) in mixing model results at most sites. 

Nelson Lakes NP models returned wider posterior distributions (and thus less certainty of diet estimates) 

of the population of stoats as a whole. Examination of the isospace plots (Figure 3.4), individual niches 

(Appendix 5) and results from individual mixing models (Appendix 3) suggest this greater uncertainty 

in diet is due to the fact that individual stoats at Nelson Lakes NP had a wide range of different diets. 

The model indicated low certainty in estimating what the population of stoats was eating as they were 

not all eating the same thing. This finding suggests we can have confidence in the model to return a 

credible result, particularly when representing uncertainty and individual variation in diet. 

The frequencies of skink, bird and mammal remains in stomach contents analysis (Table 3.2) generally 

aligned with proportional contribution from short term diet estimates from mixing models based on liver 

tissue (Figure 3.5). This result provides a calibration of sorts, comparing stoats’ last meals against the 

modelled estimate of diet in the days before its death. The agreement between these two analyses 
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indicates the we can have confidence in results from mixing models using other tissues, although it is 

noted that different tissues require different Trophic Enrichment Factors (TEFs) (see below). Samples 

from all stoat tissues sat within the prey polygon (outer limits of standard deviations of sampled prey) 

and mixing models results yielded biologically reasonable estimates of diet. While these factors both 

indicate that the TEFs used appear to have been good estimations (Fry 2006), they remain estimations 

only. Chapter 2 highlighted the importance of these species- and tissue-specific TEFs in producing 

credible results. Until stoat specific values are identified, estimated TEFs will always present an element 

of unknown error in stable isotope work.  

Given the uncertainty of TEF’s from different tissues and different species, these results should be 

treated as unsubstantiated indications of diet only, until such as time as TEF values for stoats can be 

confirmed. It is hoped that this thesis will act as a substantial proof of concept that the technique is of 

use to New Zealand researchers. Already several other projects are under way, using this technique to 

study niche expansion and dietary proportions in New Zealand stoats. There is clear justification for 

investment in laboratory feeding trials to obtain stoat specific enrichment values, this work will increase 

the validity of and confidence in these results.  

Opportunities exist to combine SIA with high-throughput genetic techniques to identify prey in stomach 

contents or scat, providing researchers with both fine scale resolution and broad dietary trends. Using 

genetic methods or hair casting to gain finer identification of items in stomach contents would allow 

development of more precise informative priors, for example, separating the ‘mammals’ group into its 

constituent parts. Lacking these informative priors for mammals, my study did not distinguish between 

mammal species in mixing models. However, the raw data reveals that these species form distinct groups 

(means and standard deviations) within the isospace, indicating that mixing models could identify 

mammals down to a species level (with species specific informative priors). This work would allow 

future researchers to assess the contributions of each mammal species to the diet of stoats, and their 

significance in relation to botanical masting events.  

Further	Limitations	

In Chapter 1 I defined the alpine zone as ‘all land above the natural timberline’ and this definition is 

retained throughout this thesis. But examination of my study sites reveals the study focused on wet 

tussock ecosystems dominated by Chionochloa pallens, above Nothofagaceae beech forest. The suite 

of prey, competitor and predator species present will have a strong effect on resource use (Chase & 

Leibold 2003). We must therefore be cautious in generalising results from these study sites to other 

alpine ecosystems; for example the extensive high-altitude dryland systems to the east, which may have 

little in common with the study sites in this thesis. 
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Chapter 1 made a case for examination of a crucial period from late winter to early spring, when prey 

availability is presumed to be most constrained, and female stoats are producing and provisioning young. 

However, lack of knowledge around timings of tissue synthesis restrains our ability to determine diet 

during exact periods. Chapter 2 presented pilot work examining melanin accumulation in stoat skins 

(related to the growth of new fur), with insufficient resolution to confidently attribute tissue growth to 

that specific period of interest (Chapter 2). Likewise, it is noted that the high proportion of juveniles 

caught greatly limits the time period covered by bone collagen. While bone collagen was intended to 

indicate a long-term dietary average, stoats caught in the earliest trap checks were likely less than three 

months old, meaning the period estimated by collagen overlaps with that for claw tissue.  

As noted in Chapters 3 and 4, the high number of juveniles in my sample increases the probability of a 

high capture of strongly related individuals. Litters of stoat kits learning similar hunting behaviours 

through shared matrilineal learning could serve to skew results if many members of the same litter were 

represented in this study. An assessment of phylogenetic relatedness would resolve uncertainty in future 

studies on mammals with large litter sizes. This limited number of adults in this study also provides  

limited power to dietary detect differences between age classes in stoats. These data are thus presented 

with caution.  

 

Stoat	Demographics		

If verified, the dietary data presented here would confirm the importance of mammals to the diet of 

stoats in alpine areas. Stoat home range size is highly dependent on available prey, specifically the 

abundance of small mammals (King et al. 2010). In the year following masting of southern beech 

(Nothofagaceae) forest, stoats respond to increased abundance of mammalian prey by producing larger 

cohorts of juvenile stoats, which survive longer than other years (King 2002; King et al. 2010). The 

density of stoats in southern beech forests following mice plague years can be double that of other 

years (Murphy & Dowding 1994; Murphy et al. 1995), leading to significantly increased predation 

pressure on threatened taxa (Murphy & Dowding 1995). These large cohorts of juvenile stoats can be 

detected by the dominance of the population by a single age class (Veale et al. 2015). The high 

proportion of juvenile stoats that I found at all three alpine sites (88%, Figure 3.3) fits this pattern of a 

larger cohort of juvenile stoats following a mast event. This pattern was consistent across sites more 

than 500 km apart. 

Beech forest adjacent to all study sites masted to various extents in 2016 (see Beech and Tussock 

Masting, Chapter 3) but it is not known how beech masting affects populations of stoats, mice, or rats 

in the alpine zone. The similarity of stoat age profiles at all my sites, despite differing rat abundances, 

suggests that the abundance of ship rats in the alpine zone was not a major driver of stoat demography 
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in those areas. Masting in Chionochloa tussock species can also lead to large increases in mouse 

abundance in alpine grasslands (Wilson & Lee 2010). Some tussock flowering likely occurred at all 

sites in summer of 2015/16 (synchronous with beech masting; Chapter 3) and high mouse tracking was 

recorded at Fiordland NP in November 2016 (DOC, unpublished tracking tunnel data). However, no 

mouse tracking data are available for my other study sites and it is unclear how high mouse abundance 

might influence the diet or reproduction of stoats in the alpine zone. Separating the effects of beech and 

tussock mast events on population dynamics of stoats, rats and mice in the alpine zone will lead to better 

understanding of drivers of increased risk of predation to alpine taxa.  

The population structure shown (by the ratio of juveniles to adults) at all three sites in this study strongly 

contrast with that reported from the alpine zone of Fiordland in 2005/6 following a non-mast year (Smith 

et al. 2008). The even cross-section of ages and the presence of many older stoats (>3 years) found by 

Smith et al. (2008) were similar to those recorded in beech forests in non-mast years (Smith et al. 2008; 

Murphy & Dowding 1995). This result might indicate that populations of stoats in alpine areas are 

subject to similar fluctuations in demography as those observed in other habitats (King et al. 2010). It is 

unknown if, as in the beech forest, this shift in population structure of alpine stoats is associated with 

increased stoat density, and therefore, increased predation consumption of native fauna in alpine areas.  

The forest below the bush line at Kahurangi NP received an aerial application of the toxin sodium 

fluoroacetate (1080) in winter 2016 (McMillan 2016). This study site consists of bands of tussock-

covered ridges less than 2 km across, and the tussock-covered northwest shoulder of Mt Arthur, to a 

height of 1450 meters. The toxin application below the bushline in Kahurangi NP appeared to have 

killed most stoats that made use of the alpine habitats, as just two stoats were caught in alpine traps at 

that site during the period of this study (November 2016 to May 2017). However, this was not the case 

at all sites. The Mt Aspiring NP study site has a mixture of contiguous alpine habitats, between 3-7 km 

across to a height of 1978 meters. The Dart, Caples, Routeburn and Eglinton valleys to the east and 

south of the Mt Aspiring NP site were also treated with 1080 in winter 2016 (McMillan 2016). The 

upper Hollyford valley to the west was not treated but contains a network of 377 stoat traps in the mid-

high altitude beech forest between the Hollyford river and the bush line adjoining the study area. Traps 

were operational from August 2016 (DOC unpublished trapping data). Pest control below the bush line 

at the Mt Aspiring NP site appears not to have had a strong effect on numbers of stoats caught within 

the alpine zone directly adjacent. Many stoats were caught in the alpine areas of the Mt Aspiring NP 

site during the study period, some in traps within 200 m of the bush line above the 1080-treated 

Routeburn valley. The mean range width of stoats radio-tracked in the alpine zone of Fiordland National 

Park was 2.1 (±1.1) km (Smith et al. 2007). The quantity of contiguous alpine habitat available to stoats 

may be an important factor in considering whether alpine stoats are exposed to pest control in areas 

below the bush line.  
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Based on data presented here, I offer the following hypotheses: 

a) Strong cohorts of juvenile stoats observed in this study reflect increased density of stoats 
in alpine area in the summer following botanical masting events. During these times, 
stoats may occupy smaller territories and be present at greater density than previously 
recorded in the alpine zone.  
 

b) Despite stoat control in adjacent valleys, many stoats were caught in the alpine zone of Mt 
Aspiring National Park. I propose that stoats in this alpine area were not exposed to 
predator control below the bush line in the winter of 2016.  
 

c) Therefore, I conclude that where stoats inhabiting large tracts of alpine areas have enough 
resources in situ, they do not migrate attitudinally during winter.  

Further investigation of these points is crucial to managing stoats in alpine areas and adjacent forests. 

Understanding dispersal pathways and population drivers will be critically important as New Zealand 

works toward suppression of pests to very low numbers, over large areas. 

Estimating	predation	risk	

Some authors (e.g. Murphy et al. 1998) have formed predation indices, combing predator abundance 

data with per capita consumption of a particular prey type to estimate the risk of predation to that 

species/taxa. Others (e.g. Jones et al. 2011) have estimated the total number of prey individuals 

consumed to meet the energetic requirements of each predator by combing dietary data with estimates 

of total metabolic requirements of stoats. For the purposes of this thesis I have chosen neither approach. 

Lacking data on either stoat abundance or the relative contribution of prey taxa to the metabolic 

requirements of stoats, I instead limit comment to the probability an individual stoat will consume an 

individual of a particular prey type. This probability relies on the assumption that where a particular 

prey category (e.g. birds) forms a lesser proportion of stoat diet, this prey type is less likely to be preyed 

upon by any individual stoat. Other work is underway to ascertain the relative abundance of stoats in 

the alpine zone across different settings (DOC, unpublished monitoring data), and this predation 

probability may be later combined with these abundance data for a more complete estimate of predation 

risk.  

What	can	this	study	tell	us	about	protecting	alpine	fauna?		

A wider range of prey items were regularly eaten by stoats at Nelson Lakes NP showing the per capita 

consumption of native species by stoats can vary geographically in alpine areas. This appears to have 

be related to the absence of a key prey source (ship rats) at Nelson Lakes NP during the study period, 

but greater intra-specific competition between stoats (i.e. due to higher density of stoats) likely also had 

some effect. King et. al. (2001) point to a lack of evidence for prey switching in stoats and suggest that 

increased predation rates of birds in the crash stage of mouse plague events are caused by a larger 
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population of stoats without an apparent increase in the per capita consumption of birds. However, this 

effect may only apply to increased mouse abundance, and not for the larger ship rats, which are 

energetically more rewarding (Jones et al. 2011). Consumption of birds and invertebrates by stoats has 

been shown to decrease, and consumption of rats (Rattus spp.) to increase, with increased rat abundance 

(Murphy et al. 2008). Experimental evidence shows that alpine stoats modify diets when preferred 

mammalian prey becomes available (Smith et al. 2010). The variation observed in this study on a spatial 

scale may thus also occur temporally. 

While no rats were caught during the study period at Nelson Lakes NP, this is not always the case (DOC, 

unpublished trapping data). The abundance of ship rats in the alpine zone fluctuates strongly (O’Donnell 

et al. 2017). If the size of the dietary niche of a population of stoats is relative to the available resources, 

it is possible that the dietary niche would contract and expand as the abundance of key prey sources 

(such as small mammals) change. If so, these changes might signify that stoats consume greater 

proportions of threatened birds, lizards and invertebrates in times or regions of low rodent abundance. 

Understanding the functional response of stoats to natural and human induced population changes will 

assist in conservation efforts. Further study should focus on tracking individual predators through 

changes in predator and prey abundance to monitor how their niche use changes. 

What	can	this	study	tell	us	about	managing	stoats	in	other	settings?		

This study also suggests that the dietary niche exploited by a population of stoats can be large in some 

settings, because individual dietary specialists act in separate areas of a generalist niche. This 

mechanism almost certainly applies to stoats inhabiting other habitats as well. High individual 

specialisation may explain reports of extreme episodic predation summarised in Chapter 1, and may also 

explain the variable success of threatened species outcomes from pest control programmes (Robertson 

et al. 2016). Conservation managers should be aware of the risk of niche expansion when considering 

possible effects of pest control operations that remove stoat prey without removing stoats. For example, 

neither the ground-based application of the toxin cholecalciferol to target rats, nor aerial applications of 

sodium fluoroacetate (1080) targeting lagomorphs, achieve significant by-kill of stoats (Eason et al. 

1996; Spurr 1999). These operations may have negative effects on species sensitive to stoat predation.   

What	can	this	study	tell	us	about	managing	other	invasive	species?		

This study joins a growing body of conservation biology literature focussing on how the behaviour of 

individual animals contributes to our knowledge of the population. Substantial work now demonstrates 

between-individual variation in the diets and hunting strategies of many taxa, driven by a variety of 

causes (Bolnick et al. 2011; Bolnick et al. 2003; Araújo et al. 2011). Control of invasive species leads 

to significant biodiversity gains (Clavero & García-Berthou 2005). This research indicates between-
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individual variation in the diet of an invasive mammalian predator could affect risk of predation to 

threatened taxa. Understanding differences in how individual members of a single species hunt can lead 

to improved conservation outcomes (Moseby et al. 2015). Conservation managers should be aware of 

potential individual variability in invasive species when planning and delivering landscape-level pest 

control for invasive species. This understanding will likely lead to greater conservation outcomes for 

the species we aim to protect.
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Appendix	1		

Unpublished data and analysis from a 2006 Department of Conservation pilot study on a suite of 

introduced predators at Maccraes Flat, Central Otago in relation to potential predation of endemic 

skinks.  

Published with permission. 
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Appendix	2		

Extract and accompanying data from internal report “Review of Secretary Island Stoat Eradication May 

2007” (DOCDM-152242) prepared for the Department of Conservation Island Eradication Advisory 

Group (IEAG) May 2008.  

Published with permission.  

 

 

 

 

Stable Isotope Analysis 

 

Analysis of bone collagen was undertaken by Iso-Trace New Zealand Ltd, Dunedin, on the 

5 stoats caught on Secretary Island between November 2006 and February 2007 (Table 1).  

These samples were compared to two from the mainland population using a Two-sample 

unequal variance t-test. The mean value for the ratio of  15N to 14N (expressed as 15NAIR, ‰)  for 

Secretary Island (mean = 6.62 ± 0.27, 95%CI, n=5) was significantly lower than the mean 

value for the mainland samples (mean=7.1 ± 0.01, 95% CI, n=2).  There was no significant 

difference found in any of the other parameters.  A higher ratio of  15N to 14N indicates that 

the mainland stoats were feeding higher up the food chain (i.e. rodents, as well as 

invertebrates and terrestrial birds) whereas the lower ratio from the Secretary Island stoats 

suggests they were eating lower down the food chain (predominately invertebrates and a few 

terrestrial birds).   These results are consistent with preliminary results from gut samples 

taken from island and mainland stoats (Elaine Murphy, pers. comm.). 

 

Within the Secretary Island samples one sample (SI 482) had a higher ratio of  15N to 14N  than 

the other island samples and was more similar to the mainland and Seymour Island samples.    

The fact that one of the Secretary Island stoats is more similar to the mainland/ Seymour 

Island group indicates that this individual (identified as a juvenile) may have swum to the 

island. This analysis is very preliminary however and is only based on a small number of 

samples. 
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Table 1. Results of stable isotope analysis from stoats captured on Secretary Island between November 2006 and February 
2007 compared to stoats captured on the adjacent mainland and Seymour Island. We have yet to analyse results from the 
recent captures on Secretary Island. 

Sample d15NAIR, ‰ Nitrogen % w/w d13CVPDB, ‰ Carbon % w/w C:N mol ratio 

SI 72 6.4 13.4 -21.1 43.3 3.8 

SI 362 6.6 14.3 -21.1 44.6 3.7 
SI 482 * 7.1 14.2 -21.0 44.9 3.7 
SI 552 6.7 14.5 -21.3 45.9 3.7 
SI 862 6.3 14.5 -20.9 45.8 3.7 
Sey. Is. 8.3 14.1 -20.7 43.3 3.6 
ML T21 7.0 14.3 -21.1 44.6 3.6 
ML T145 7.2 14.6 -21.8 43.8 3.5 
      

* Possible “swimmer” 

 

 
Figure 6 d15N and d13C values for stoats (Mustela erminea) caught on Secretary Island and the adjacent mainland as part 
of pilot wok to assess suitability of stable isotope analysis to answer hypotheses of island re-invasion rates during stoat 
plagues.  
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Origen ID N-ratio C-ratio 

Secretary Island  72 6.4 21.1 

Secretary Island  362 6.6 21.1 

Secretary Island  482 7.1 21 

Secretary Island  552 6.7 21.3 

Secretary Island  862 6.3 20.9 

Secretary Island  702C 5.6 22.6 

Secretary Island  724 6.8 20.2 

Secretary Island  595 4.1 20.5 

Secretary Island  702B 2.7 20.9 

Secretary Island  526 1.3 20.5 

Secretary Island  548 3.2 20.8 

Secretary Island  702A 6.9 20.2 

Secretary Island  300 6.6 20.8 

Secretary Island  616 6.8 20.7 

Mainland T21 7 21.1 

Mainland T145 7.2 21.8 

Mainland MT18 1/08 collagen 8.7 20.3 

Mainland MT171 13/11/07 collagen 3.6 20.7 

Mainland MT11 12/11/07 collagen 5.9 21.3 

Mainland MT47 1/08 collagen 5.5 23.5 

Mainland MT66 14/10/07 collagen 8.0 20.1 

Mainland MT110 14/10/07 collagen 5.0 22.2 

Mainland 

Mainland 

MT10 12/10/07 collagen 6.9 20.4 

Mainland MT25 1/08 collagen 5.7 21.4 

Table 2 d15N and d13C values for stoats (Mustela erminea) caught on Secretary Island and the adjacent mainland as part 
of pilot wok to assess suitability of stable isotope analysis to answer hypotheses of island re-invasion rates during stoat 
plagues. 
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Appendix	3  
Results of Mixing Models for Individual Stoats 
 
Appendix 3 Figure 1. Posterior distributions showing proportional contributions from different prey categories to the diet of 
individuals stoats in the alpine zone of Nelson Lakes (NLNP & SANP), Mt Aspiring (MANP) and Fiordland (FNP) National 
Parks. Each graph shows the diet of a separate individual. Distinct models were run for each site with individual stoats as a 
fixed factor using informative priors from stomach contents data of a subset of suitable stoats (Chapter 3).  
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Appendix	4		

Appendix 4 Table1 Results of beta regressions to examine factors affecting the proportion of mammals in the diet of 
individual stoats caught in the alpine zone of three national parks. Models are ranked using AIC. DAIC shows the 
difference between the model and the lowest ranging (preferred) model in the set.  

 
Factor  Df Pr(>Chisq) Chisq Sig 

 
Mammal ‘Site Model’ 
Mammalsite = betareg(Mammal ~ Age + Sex + Altitude + Site + Sex:Age + Age:Site+ Altitude:Site,    data = dat) 
Age 1 0.0055 0.9409 

 

Sex 1 0.8324 0.3616 
 

Altitude 1 2.083 0.1489 
 

Site 2 174.2368 <2e-16 *** 
Age:Sex 1 0.8373 0.3602 

 

Age:Site 2 1.7055 0.4263 
 

AltAboveTL:Site 2 0.3824 0.826 
 

   AIC  

 
Mammal ‘Rat Model’ 
MammalratTC = betareg(Mammal~ Age + Sex + Altitude + RatC100TN + Sex:Age + Age:RatC100TN+ 
Altitude:RatC100TN,    data = dat) 
Age 1 0.0349 0.8518 

 

Sex 1 0.5807 0.4461 
 

Altitude 1 2.4991 0.1139 
 

RatC100TN 1 164.4405 <2e-16 *** 
Age:Sex 1 0.3454 0.5567 

 

Age:RatC100TN 1 0.004 0.9496 
 

AltAboveTL:RatC100TN 1 0.1413 0.707 
 

 
AIC  

 

 
Mammal ‘Stoat Model’ 
MammalstoatTC = betareg(Mammal ~ Age + Sex + Altitude + StoatC100TN + Sex:Age + Age:StoatC100TN+ 
Altitude:StoatC100TN,    data = dat) 
Age 1 0.8927 0.34474 

 

Sex 1 0.8656 0.35217 
 

Altitude 1 0.4322 0.5109 
 

StoatC100TN 1 4.3228 0.03761 * 
Age:Sex 1 0.0204 0.8863 

 

Age:StoatC100TN 1 0.0085 0.92673 
 

AltAboveTL:StoatC100TN 1 0.3644 0.54608 
 

 
DAIC Site  2.19 

DAIC Rat 0 

DAIC Stoat 64.21 
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Appendix 4 Table 1Results of beta regressions to examine factors affecting the proportion of invertebrates in the diet of 
individual stoats caught in the alpine zone of three national parks. Models are ranked using AIC. DAIC shows the 
difference between the model and the lowest ranging (preferred) model in the set.  

 

Factor  Df Chisq Pr(>Chisq) Sig 

 
Invertebrate ‘Site Model’  
Invertsite = betareg(Invert ~ Age + Sex + Altitude + Site + Sex:Age + Age:Site+ Altitude:Site,    data = dat) 
Age 1 0.0069 0.9337 

 

Sex 1 1.5136 0.2186 
 

Altitude 1 0.2247 0.6354 
 

Site 2 203.211 <2e-16 *** 
Age:Sex 1 0.5353 0.4644 

 

Age:Site 2 0.4002 0.8186 
 

AltAboveTL:Site 2 1.0461 0.5927 
 

 
Invertebrate ‘Rat Model’  
InvertratTC = betareg(Invert~  Age + Sex + Altitude + RatC100TN + Sex:Age + Age:RatC100TN+ 
Altitude:RatC100TN,    data = dat) 
 
Age 1 0.1087 0.741677 

 

Sex 1 0.249 0.617808 
 

Altitude 1 1.282 0.257531 
 

RatC100TN 1 7.4389 0.006383 ** 
Age:Sex 1 2.4233 0.119544 

 

Age:RatC100TN 1 0.1137 0.735996 
 

AltAboveTL:RatC100TN 1 0.1156 0.733801 
 

 
Invertebrate ‘Stoat Model’  
InvertstoatTC = betareg(Invert~ Age + Sex + Altitude + StoatC100TN + Sex:Age + Age:StoatC100TN+ 
Altitude:StoatC100TN,    data = dat) 
 
Age 1 0.9763 0.3231 

 

Sex 1 1.2493 0.2637 
 

Altitude 1 1.176 0.2782 
 

StoatC100TN 1 16.1578 5.83E-05 *** 
Age:Sex 1 0.005 0.9434 

 

Age:StoatC100TN 1 0.0095 0.9222 
 

AltAboveTL:StoatC100TN 1 0.0509 0.8215 
 

 
DAIC Site  0 

DAIC Rat 67.81 

DAIC Stoat 60.72 
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Appendix 4 Table 2 Results of beta regressions to examine factors affecting the proportion of passerines in the diet of 
individual stoats caught in the alpine zone of three national parks. Models are ranked using AIC. DAIC shows the 
difference between the model and the lowest ranging (preferred) model in the set.  

 

Factor  Df Chisq Pr(>Chisq) Sig 

 
Passerine ‘Site Model’  
Passsite = betareg(Passerines ~ Age + Sex + Altitude + Site + Sex:Age + Age:Site+ Altitude:Site,    data = dat) 
Age 1 0.0854 0.7701 

 

Sex 1 0.4443 0.505 
 

Altitude 1 0.1011 0.7505 
 

Site 2 472.9814 <2e-16 *** 
Age:Sex 1 0.0144 0.9044 

 

Age:Site 2 3.1748 0.2045 
 

AltAboveTL:Site 2 0.3503 0.8393  

 
Passerine ‘Rat Model’  
PassratTC = betareg(Passerines~  Age + Sex + Altitude + RatC100TN + Sex:Age + Age:RatC100TN+ 
Altitude:RatC100TN,    data = dat) 
 
Age 1 0.1048 0.7462 

 

Sex 1 0.0005 0.9821 
 

Altitude 1 0.555 0.4563 
 

RatC100TN 1 0 0.9945 ** 
Age:Sex 1 0.9331 0.3341 

 

Age:RatC100TN 1 0.0484 0.8259 
 

AltAboveTL:RatC100TN 1 0.6788 0.41 
 

 
Passerine ‘Stoat Model’  
PassstoatTC = betareg(Passerines~ Age + Sex + Altitude + StoatC100TN + Sex:Age + Age:StoatC100TN+ 
Altitude:StoatC100TN,    data = dat) 
 
Age 1 0.0835 0.7726 

 

Sex 1 0.1867 0.6657 
 

Altitude 1 0.3859 0.5345 
 

StoatC100TN 1 284.0759 <2e-16 *** 
Age:Sex 1 0 0.9975 

 

Age:StoatC100TN 1 0.4057 0.5242 
 

AltAboveTL:StoatC100TN 1 0.7997 0.3712 
 

 
DAIC Site  -0 

DAIC Rat 117.33- 
DAIC Stoat 20.69 
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Appendix 4 Table.3 Results of AIC models to select which metric of catch altitude better describes variation in DC and DC 
values from stoat tissues caught in the alpine zone of three national parks. 

Response variable Predictor variable AIC 
Superior  

Model 

Collagen dC Altitude above sea level -6.232275 * 

Collagen dC Altitude above tree line -1.911991  

Collagen dN Altitude above sea level -0.8529351 * 

Collagen dN Altitude above tree line 0.9789252  

Claw dC Altitude above sea level 8.117568 * 

Claw dC Altitude above tree line 12.16279  

Claw dN Altitude above sea level 7.890147 * 

Claw dN Altitude above tree line 8.950408  
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Appendix	5	
	

 
Figure1 Representations of individual isotopic niches of stoat caught in the alpine zone of Nelson Lakes (blue/dotted lines), Mt Aspiring (green/solid lines) and Fiordland (red/dashed lines) national 
parks. Isotopic niches calculated as 40% Standard Ellipse Area using multiple tissues of each individual stoat, using package SIBER in R.. . 
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Appendix	6	

 
Figure 1 Age in days of juvenile stoats caught in the alpine zone of three National Parks (NP’s), assuming a nominal 
birthday of October 1st for all stoats (as per: Grue & King 1984) using all available stoats for which age information was 
available. This includes some stoats which may have been excluded from other analyses (eg – decomposed tissues, or 
incomplete label information)..  
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Appendix	7	

One-way Analysis of Variance of the isotopic niche areas of stoats (SEAc) by sex, age, number of tissues used to create the 

niche size estimate, and whether or not collagen, claw, liver and vibrissae samples were used to create the estimate. Tissues 

taken from stoats in the alpine zone of four national parks. Note – inclusion of fur samples not included as all ellipses contained 

fur samples. 

Predictor df SS MS F p 

Sex of stoat 2 0.51 0.25 0.11 0.90 

Age of stoat  3 9.58 3.19 1.42 0.25 

Number of tissues included  1 1.12 0.56 0.24 0.79 

Inclusion of collagen  1 114.76 2.34 0.35 0.55 

Inclusion of claw  1 0.05 0.05 0.02 0.88 

Inclusion of liver 1 0.97 0.97 0.42 0.52 

Inclusion of vibrissae  1 0.7 0.70 0.30 0.58 

 


